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The proposition of this thesis is: personnel performance,
 

evaluation- structured as an integrated part of a management
 

process of work assignment and review which involves partici-. 

pation by the employee can be a useful vehicle for employee 

motivation through the job in government research and develop

ment activities. Although performance evaluation is only
 

one of the many facets of the supervisor's job, structured
 

as proposed, it is found to have potential as one means of
 

sustai-ning, and increasing employee moti~vation -in the R&D
 

environment.
 

This thes'i.s seeks to assis.t the R&D supervisor in
 

carrying out his day-to-day personnel management responsibilities
 

through a work-centered approach to performance evaluation.
 

Therefore, it analyzes areas over which the individual
 

supervisor normal'ly has some degree of control, i.e., the
 

work as'signment and review process.
 

Using a descriptive approach, the method of. attack is
 

to analyze and evaluate research-based management and motivation
 

studies in an effort to determine if the proposition of the
 



.vi 

thesis can be conceptually supported. The works of Douglas 

McGregqor; Herbert H. Meyer, Emanual Kay, and J. R. P. French, 

Jr.; and Rensis Likert are the major ones considered under 

the pa-rtlcipation in decision-making part of the thesis
 

proposition. The prospect of motivation through the job
 

is examined by analysis and evaluation of the research-of
 

Frederick Herzberg, Donald C. Pelz and Frank M. Andrews,
 

M. Scott Myers, Victor Vroom and others. In the part of the
 

thesis devoted to a specific look at performance evaluation
 

within NASA and three of Its field centers, source materials
 

used consist of official performance evaluation plans, the
 

comments of Agency personnel administrators and R&D personnel
 

and the first-hand experience of the write-r as a personnel
 

specialist in two of the subject NASA centers.
 

The. conclusion of this study is that the proposition of
 

the thesis is'conditionally supported from a con.ceptual
 

standpoint. Some 6f the conditions found essential to the
 

workability of the proposition are: management philosophy
 

and behavior conducive to a reasonable degree of employee
 

participation In decision-making in matters relating to his
 

job; challeng Ing work; individual need structures in which
 

the noneconomic motivators are largely prepotent; and
 

supervisors skilled in work planning and organization and
 

human relations, This conclusion Is further conditioned by
 

the need for more experimental research on the whole subject
 

of the man-job relationship.
 

The Integrated approach-to performance evaluation does
 



vi i' 

not provlde a quick solution for employee motivation problems
 

in R&D organizations. An extended" period of staff and
 

supervisory training is anticipated to be necessary to
 

effectively Implement thi's approach. However, the recent
 

studlesof job factors and motlvation show this to be an
 

area of great significance to the supervisor and employee
 

in a time when economic factors appear to have lost much of
 

their former potency.
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CHAPTER I
 

INTRODUCTION
 

The Problem
 

The problem in general
 

The John F. Kennedy Space Center (KSC), NASA, has hd a
 

very h-ighly motivated work force dur-ing the perlod'of its rapid
 

growth from-a small, remote launch operation in 1962 to the
 

nation's space port as it exists today. Awe-insp-rlng launch
 

facili.ties were constructed and the unbelievably complex task of
 

preparing for the Apol-lo"Mission was completed within this time
 

frame.
 

However, the situation is changing. The Center is reducing
 

its.contractor capability according 
to plan. Its civil service

component has undergone slight reductions by the withdrawal
 

of certain manpower slots as they-have been vacated.
 

At present there are no plans for major new launch
 

facilities. Apollo missions have been reduced to-two a year.
 

The Orbiting Workshop and Space Shuttle Programs are progressing
 

well within the Agency, but they do not appear to carry the
 

same national significance and public interest as the lunar
 

landing program,
 

Through the hectic years of Center build-up and the
 

period of the development of the management structure, many
 



reorganizations were made. These 
were to facilitate the
 

increasingly complex job of'managing:,space vehicle mission
 

and support contractors employing In the magnitude of 20,000
 

personnel. Although there were some 
complaints, these changes,
 

were generally taken in stride as neces-sary disruption in the
 

interest of getting the mission accomplished.
 

During this period of tremendous growth and expansion,
 

the civil service work' force .increased from approximately 400
 

to approximately 2900 engineers, scientists, technicians,
 

admi,nisttative and clerical 
personnel. Many of th-e supervisory
 

positions created as-a part-of-this organizational growth were

staffed by professionals selected for their technical 
competence.
 

A number of problems surfaced over the years from having large
 

numbers of people in supervisory jobs who had little, if any,
 

real preparation for that aspect of their job. 
 However,-the
 

intense interest arfd challenge of the job at hand provided
 

sufficient momentum to help offset these fumbling 
moves in
 

personnel management and communication fallures. Sixteen hour
 

work days provided -ittle time for supervisory training, nor
 

on the other hand did they leave time for-much thought by
 

subordinates on personal complaints, imagined or real.
 

Now and 
in the years to come, the Center's -supervisors
 

are going to have to supervise. They are going to need help
 

in increasing their knowledge of personnel management and
 

acquiring greater supervisory, skill. Much of the glamour of.
 

just being a part of a stgni.ficant and inspiing effort has
 

worn off as evidenced by a steadily increasing number-of
 



complaints and appeals beginning befo-re the lunar landing was
 

even a reality. The tempo of employee organization activity
 

has picked up also in recent years. Supervisors will n6w need
 

more than respect for their technical knowhow to manage. For
 

one th-ing, they will have to develop better work communications
 

with their people.
 

The7 problem specifics
 

Using questionnaire and follow-up.interview methods, the.
 

U. S. Civil Service Commission (USCSC) has indicated In past
 

personnel program reviews of KSC that it appeared improvement
 

could be made in the area of performance evaluation communi

cations between supervisors and employees. In this area, a
 

staff paper was prepared by the NASA Personnel Division in
 

1966 which stated:
 

The Personnel Division's evaluation surveys
 
of installation personnel programs have poi-nted
 
out the need to provide more effective guidance
 
for marnagers and supervisors to improve work
 
communications and appraisal techniques. This
 
recogn.ized need still exists, demanding continued
 
attention and effort. 1
 

Of course, itis generally recognized that these kinds
 

of statements can be made about most government organizations
 

for a number of reasons, including insufficient quality or
 

quantity of supervisory training, problems.of inter-personal
 

communications, the intractable nature of performance evaluation
 

itself and the criterion used by the USCSC to measure the
 

quality of performance evaluation programs, i.e., the Perform

ance Rating Act of'O950.
 

However, regardless of the merits of the USCSC's
 

http:problems.of


conclusions, the situation of decreased program activity
 

described previously still must be considered. This, along
 

with supervisory weaknesses confirmed by my 
own experiences
 

in personnel administration over a period of eight years,
 

point to a need for concern and a special effort to assist
 

KSC supervisors in 
the big job ahead4 I shall in-this paper
 

seek to help in this 
situation by examining the nature of
 

and prospects for improving the 
usefulness of performance
 

evaluation as a supervisory aid at the Center.
 

I have found over the per-i-od of my tenure with KSC that
 

personnel problems, when 
they arise, all too frequently 

involved some element-of. insufficient communication between
 

the supervisor and a subordinate concerning work requirements
 

or performance expectations. This is not really surprising,
 

because, as much of the literature indicates, this is a very
 

sensitive area. Supervisors are reluctant to discuss perform

ance with their subordinates. Minor performance deficiencies
 

often are permitted to develop into major problems before they
 

are broached and this often only makes matters worse.
 

Can performance evaluation be 
a positive, constructive
 

aid in job communications and motivation? 
 The prospects appeat
 

to.be good since it focuses on the employee and his job. A
 

recent study indicates the as
importance a positive motivation
 

factor of: "A challenging job which allows a feeling of
 

achievement, responsibility, growth, advancement, enjoyment
 

2
of work itself, and earned recognition.,"




Pu rpose
 

This study seeks to support the position that personne.
 

performance evaiuati-on structured as an i'ntegrated part'of a

management process of work assignment 
and review which involves
 

participation by the employee can be 
a useful vehicle for
 

employee motivation through the job in.government research
 

and development activities. 
 Although performance evaluation
 

is only one-of the many facets of the supervisor's job,
 

structured as proposed, it 
appears to have potential as a
 

me-ans of approaching problems of employee -motivation which
 

may occur in R&D laboratories which experience decelerated
 

growth after reaching major mission objectives.
 

Useful concepts of performance evaluation resulting
 

from this study will be proposed for incorporation in the
 

Kennedy Space Center performance evaluation program and
 

supervisory development courses.
 

Comment on the Literature
 

The literature-on the subject of performance evaluation
 

or appraisal as 
a means for deriving employee "ratings" or
 

"rankings" 
for purposes of determining promotability is
 

extensive. Also the journalsabound with articles concerning
 

3
the pros and cons of the summary appraisal interview. This
 

Iite'rature is interesting, but did not serve the purpose of
 

this inquiry. Those 
research studies of employee motivation
 

which -centered on the work process were determined to provide
 

the soundest source of data. Also,'those works selected to
 

be the major basis of support for the proposition set forth



in this thesis'included engineers and scientists among the
 

subjects studied. The studies chosen are reviewed In
 

Chapter II and Ill.
 

Limitations of Research
 

As indicated, this paper seeks performance evaluation
 

ideas which will be of assistance to managers who supervise
 

personnel di-rectly and supervisors in carrying out their day-Tn
 

and day-out personnel management responsibilities. Therefore,
 

it explores areas of management over which the supervisor has
 

some degree of control. This study ill give only as much
 

attention to the more mechanistic features of summary perform

ance rating as is judged to be -relevant and necessary for
 

continuity of presentation. Another limitation on the inquiry
 

will be one of an environmental nature. This research will not
 

attempt to deal with all types of positions in all types of
 

.organizations. Specifically, it will be limitedto considera

tion of scientist and engineer positions as those being of
 

greatest concern in research and development. Only concepts
 

feasible within existing 'law and regulation applying to
 

performance rating and evaluation in the government service
 

will be recommended. This latter limitation is considered
 

essential to facilitate a more ready translation of those
 

concepts judged to be applicable into practice considering the
 

complications of regulatory change discussed in Chapter IV.
 

Methodology of the Study
 

The methodology of this study is essentially descriptive.
 



Secondary source materials are used to support the basic
 

position suggested by the thesis. This, course of action.was
 

chosen after It was determined that there was sufficient
 

research-based motivation study in the area of the R&D
 

professional to justify analysis and give prospect of
 

worthwhile results. This is not to imply that research

based studies of this nature are plentiful; they are not. 

However, those used in this effort are recognized In the 

literature as well conceived, quality products. 

Consistent with the thesis objectivej the approach oi
 

the study is to tirt ana.l.yze and evaluate recent work in the.
 

field to identify concepts which support structuring performance
 

evaluation as an integrated part of the la.rger work management
 

process. Secondly, research projects centered on motivation
 

on the-job are surveyed to examine the feasibility of attaining
 

employee motivation through the integrated evaluation approach
 

and-to obtain ways that it could be used for this purpose if
 

it is a feasible ap.proach.
 

A number of discussions were held with personnel admini

strators and supervisory personnel of the National Aeronautics
 

and Space Administration during the period of preparation of
 

this thesis. More specifically,'Raymond A. Metcalfe of the
 

office of the NASA Director of Personne-l provided valuable
 

information concerning the status of performance evaluation
 

in the agency. The comments of Arthur A. Sanderson, Chief of
 

the Personnel Office, Marshall Space Flighi Center and one of
 

his specialists, James Hayes, were useful in.getting an
 



assessment of current use of performance evaluation in that
 

Center. Leslie J. Sullivan, Robert V. Battey, and Charles A.
 

Buckel, all management officials of the Manned Spacecraft
 

Center, were consulted for information regarding performance
 

evaluation practices in that organization.
 

The performance evaluation plans of NASA, the Marshall
 

Center, and the Manned Spacecraft Center were carefully
 

reviewed as the official policy statements guiding activities
 

in this area,, as was the Kennedy Space Center plan. U. S. Civil
 

Service Commission issuances'were another source of official
 

information,
 

The writer also relied on his first hand knowledge of
 

agency and center attitudes and practice-s, accumulated over
 

a period of some eight years as a personnel. specialist with
 

both the Marshall and Kennedy Centers, to assimilate and
 

evaluate the information obtained from the other sources within
 

NASA. This same personal experience base is used in reviewing
 

ideas for potential fit in the R&D environment.
 

Orqanization
 

The first content chapter of the thesis, Chapter I1,
 

presents and evaluates several concepts and studies which It
 

is proposed provide support for the proposition that performance
 

evaluation as an Integrated, job-centered process can make a
 

positive contribution to the organization and the employee. The
 

effects on performance of management's philosophy toward Its
 

employees and the concept of participation are explored at some
 

length and their implications for the thesis are developed.
 



Chapter III looks closely at the findings of several
 

motivation studies which lend additional support to the main
 

proposition of the thesis and provide further ways that the
 

usefulness of the proposed approach can be realized. Some
 

other factors affecting the work situation are briefly
 

addressed, but are not discussed at length since they are not
 

considered central elements of the proposition as presented
 

by this thesis. Role perception is covered in this chapter
 

as it relates to the orlentation of motivated performance.
 

The effects of the organization and group are noted as is the
 

significance of pay and promotion systems.
 

In Chapter IV, the effects on performance evaluation in
 

the Manned Space Flight Centers of performance rating law,
 

Civil Service Commission and NASA policies and attitudes are
 

reviewed. The Center performance plans and how they are
 

implemented are theh critiqued.
 

The concepts found to be promising in Chapters II and III
 

are then synthesized with some practical considerations to
 

make suggestions for enhancing motivation through the Integrated
 

performance evaluation process. the work assignment and
 

review process is used as a framework for this analysis.
 

The final chapter summarizes the findings of the study
 

and notes some implications for government R&D activities
 

which find themslves in circumstances similar to those
 

described for the NASA organizations in this thesis.
 



FOOTNOTES
 

1Rayburn A. Metcalfe, "Performance Appraisal: Program
 
of the Past--Process for the Future," (Unpublished staff
 
paper, Personnel Division, NASA, 1966), p. 13.
 

2 M. Scott Myers, "Who are your Motivated Workers?" in
 

David- R. Hampton (ed) , Behavioral ConceDts in Management
 
(Belmont, California: Dickenson Publishing Company, Inc.,
 
1968), p. 43.
 

3 Douglas McGregor, "An Uneasy Look at Performance
 
Appraisal," Harvard B-usiness Review, XXXV (May, 1957)t- 89-94;
 
Harold Mayfield, "In Defense of Performance Appraisal,"
 
Harvard Business Review, XXXVIII (March, 1960), 81-87.
 



CHAPTER II
 

CONCEPTS WHICH FACILITATE THE INTEGRATION
 
OF PERFORMANCE EVALUATION AND THE
 

WORK ASSIGNMENT PROCESS
 

One of the concerns underlying the proposal of this
 

paper is that performance evaluation, as such, seems to have
 

become- synonymous with performance rating in the government
 

servicei In Chapter I-V, it is shown that the Civil Service
 

Commission and Agency and center levels in NASA stress the
 

need for performance evaluation to be more than a year-end
 

process. The intent of these exhortations is good, but the
 

state-of-the-art of the behavioral sciences is still such that
 

little more has been done to aid the supervisor to integrate
 

performance evaluation in the work management process. The
 

situation of over-emphasis, on rating, which has developed
 

over the years, can hope'fully be offset by more intense study
 

of the value of the performance evaluation process as an
 

integrated, job-centered.process which engages the employee's
 

participation in work assignment planning and review.
 

This chapter analyzes management's philosophy regarding
 

its employees and the effects that this can have on its
 

behavior in supervising them. Employee participation in-the
 

decision-making process is then discussed at some length.
 



A reminder is inserted here that this study is focused
 

on only one facet of the total Job of supe'rvising personnel.
 

The reader should keep this in mind so that a prope.r perspective
 

is maintained concerning the element of performance evaluation
 

as i,t relates to the "big picture" of personnel management.
 

Management Philosophy and Participation
 

The effects of managements' behavior on-the actions of
 

the worker were first noted in the 1930's during the Hawthorne
 

Studies conducted by Elton Mayo and h.Is associates at the
 

Western Electric plant in Chicago. These studies are'frequently
 

cited as the beg'inning of the Human Relations Movement which
 

took hold in the 1940's -and continues with some force today. 1
 

Frederick W. Taylor's ,4iodely renowned "Scientific Management"
 

served its purpose in analyzing work into its most efficie.nt
 

components and as a result of this tremendously increased
 

industrial p-roduction. It was not sufficie-nt a's a total
 

management philosophy, however, in that it conceived of the
 

worker with his measured capacity as a functional part of the
 

machine he tended. After the Hawthorne Studies came the
 

"Behavioralists" who took a different view of authority and
 

organization structure from that of Mac Weber and the others
 

who saw it from a bureaucratic dr top down perspective. Chester
 

Barnard,3 Herbert Simon 4 and others defined authority as
 

originating with one's subordinates and saw the organization
 

as an "'equilibrium" situation in which the members participated
 

only so long as the "inducements" were equal to or exceeded
 

their "cohtributions." Simon vient further in his studies of
 

http:efficie.nt


man as a decision-maker and concluded that he is only "limitedly
 

rational" and seeks "satisficing" solutions rather than
 

completely rational ones. He basically concluded that man
 

"satisfices" rather than maximizes 
because he doesn't have
 

the mental capacity to do otherwise. Even if he had the mental
 

capacity, Simon concluded that he still couldn't possibly have
 

all the information concerning alternative solutions needed
 

to make rational decisions as choices present themselves.
 

Simon discredited the "principles of management" approach and
 

opened the way for a deeper more scientific research approach
 

to human behavior in organizations.
 

In 1954, Peter Drucker said about the human relations
 

movement, "Human relations people helped remove fear as a
 

motivator but did not come forward with positive motivation
 

other than generalities." Drucker identified other weaknesses 

of the human relations approach, stating that it " . . also 

lacks an adequate focus on work. Positive motivations must
 

have their center in work and job, yet Human Relations puts
 

all the stress on interpersonal relations and on the 'informal
 

group.'" 5 Furthermore, according to Drucker, this approach
 

showed no awareness of the economic dimension of the problem. 

This paper attempts to "-f6cus on work," however, it also 

seeks to show the relevance of management behavior to employee 

effectiveness in the work situation. In this sense, it does
 

not seek to treat management behavior as a prescription in
 

itself, but rather to describe from a research orientation
 

how management's attitude and actions can affect the work of
 



the 	individual employee.
 

Management Philosophy and
 
--Performance Evaluation
 

There is little que-stion that the philosophy which
 

management holds concerning its human- resource will indeed
 

influence its behavior, policies, and practices with respect
 

to it. Douglas McGregor-shed a great amount of light on this
 
6 

issue ten years ago in his book The Human Side of Ent.errise.
 

Behavioral research in management of the past decade has
 

helped remove more of the haze of tradition surrounding this
 

issue.
 

McGregor presented two theories of' management in his 

book: Theory X - The Traditional View of Direction and Control 

and Theory Y - the Integration of Individual and Organizational 

Goals. .These are two very different assumptions about human 

nature and behavior. McGregor used them to show that enlightened 

management calls for a different philosophy about the work 

motivations- of people (Theory Y) than the traditional assumptions 

prevalent in management literature and practice (Theory X). 

Theory X, which he-considers a-hold-over from tradition and 

the 	economic past, is revealed as relying on authority as the
 

sole me'thod of accomplishing organizational objectives through
 

people. These are the Theory X assumptions:
 

1. 	The average human being has an inherent dislike
 
of work and will avoid it if he can.
 

.2. 	Because of this human characteristic of dislike
 
of work, most people must be coerced, controlled,
 
directed, threatened with punishment to get
 
them to put forth adequate effort toward, the
 
achievement of organizational objectives.
 



3. 	The average human being prefers to be directed,
 
wishes to avoid responsibility, has relatively
 
little ambition, wants security above all. 7
 

Research findings and " . o . a growing acceptance of a few 

rather basic ideas about motivation," according to McGregor,
 

. . help to explain the inadequacies of Theory X as well 

as the limited sense in which it is correct, In addition,
 

they provide the basis for an entirely different theory of
 

management,"'8 the Theory Y assumptions:
 

1. 	The expenditure of physical and mental effort In
 
work is as natural is play and rest. The average
 
human being does not inherently dislike work.
 
Depending upon controllable conditions, work may
 
be a source of satisfaction (and will be voluntarily
 
performed) or a source of punishment (and will
 
be avoided if possible).
 

2. 	 External control and threat of punishment are not
 
the only means for bringing about effort toward
 
organizational objectives. Man will exercise
 
self-direction and self-control in the service of
 

* objectives to which he is committed,
 
3. 	Commitment to objectives is a function of the
 

rewards associated with their achievement. The
 
most significant of such rewards, e.g., the
 
satisfaction of ego and self-actualization needs,
 
can be direct products of effort directed toward
 
organizational objectives.
 

4. 	The average human being lea-rns, under proper
 
conditions, not only to accept but to seek
 
responsibility. Avoidance of responsibility,
 
lack of ambition, and emphasis on security are
 
generally consequences of experience, not inherent
 
human characteristics.
 

5. 	The capacity to exercise a relatively high degree
 
of imagination, ingenuity, and creativity in the
 
solution of organizational problems is widely,
 
not narrowly distributed Ln the population.
 

6. 	Under the conditions of modern industrial life,
 
the intellectual potentialities of the average
 
human being are only partially utilized.9
 

McGregor based Theory Y in large measure on Abraham
 

Maslow's work in motivation.1 0 Maslow theorized that there
 

were . . . at least five sets of.goals which we may call
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basic-needs." He found that humans are also". . . motivated 

by the desire to achieve or maintain the various conditions
 

upon which these basic satisfactions rest and by certain more
 

intellectual'desires." His often quoted "hierarchy of needs,"
 

from.the lowest to the highest, are briefly defined as
 

physiological, safety, lovej esteem, -nd self-actualization.
 

The relationship of these needs is explained in this way by
 

Maslow,
 

These basic goals are related to one another, being
 
arranged in a hierarchy -of prepotency. This means
 
that the most prepotent goal will monopolize
 
consciousness and will tend of itself to organize
 
-the recruitment of the various capacities of the
 
organism. The less prepotent needs are minimized,
 
even forgotten or denied. But when a need is fairly
 
well satisfied, the next prepotent (higher) need
 
emerges, in turn to dominate the conscious life
 
and to- se-rve as the center of organization of
 
behavior, since gratified needs are not active
 
motivators. . . . The average member of our society
 
is most often partially satisfied and partially
 
unsatisfied in all of his wants. The hierarchy
 
principle is usually empirically observed in terms
 
of increasing percentag i of non-satisfaction -as
 
we go up the hierarchy.
 

Using Maslow's theory, McGregor emphasized the finding
 

that a satisfied need is not a mbtivator of behavior. This
 

is unrecognized in the Theory X and the conventional approach
 

to managing people as he sees it. The lower level needs have
 

been provided for by management, but the McGregor finds that
 

management tends to be fixed in its thinking that these needs
 

and the benefits are the important ones.
 

But the fact that management has provided for .. . 

physiological and safety needs has shifted the
 
motivational emphasis to the social and the egoistic
 
needs. Unless there are opportunities at work to
 
satisfy these higher-level needs, people will be
 



deprived; and their behavior will reflect this
 
deprivation. Under such conditions If management
 
continues to focus its attention on phys-lological
 
needs, the mere provision of rewards is bound to
 
be ineffective, and reliance on the threat of
 
punishment will be inevitable. Thus one of the
 
assumptions of Theory X will appear to be validated, 12
 
but only because we have mistaken effects for causes.
 

McGregor's thinking on this subject'was based on his
 

experience as a consultant to industry and his interpretation
 

of the research done prior to 1960. He deserves a great deal
 

of credit for focusing attention on the significant effects
 

of management's philosophy of human work motivation on its
 

behavior'. He proposed that the way to meet the prepotent
 

esteem and self-actualization needs an.d organization objectives
 

was th'rough "management by integration and self-control." 

Th-s kind of management s-ucceeds by ". . . the creation of 

conditions such that the members of the organization can
 

achieve their own goals best by directing their efforts toward
 

the success of the enterprise."1 3
 

McGregor has been accused of letting his democratic values
 

interfere with his objectivity in the formulation of Theory Y
 

and his arguments for the.need for its implementation.1 4  In
 

his defense; democratic values cannot be set aside in
 

consideration of contemporary management philosophy. There is
 

a rather fine balance of organizati-on and individual goals
 

which must-be attained by the enterprise (be it private or
 

government) for it to be in tune with the increased emphasis
 

on individual freedom and fulfillment that is evident in our
 

society today, McGregor's work anticipated thls. Dwight
 



Waldo .and.others have pointed-out that this' rise of social,
 

conscience is likely to be with us for the years to come. 15
 

Maslow himself expresses some concern that McGregor may
 

have placed more weight in some of the former's research in
 

supporting his theories than is warranted. 16 He says,
 

there, is insufficient grounding for a firm and final trust in
 

Theory Y management philosophy; but then I would hastily add
 

tha-t there is even less evidence for Theory X."17 He quickly
 

fo-llows this, however, with the comment that practically all
 

of the research which has been done comes out in favor of
 

Theory Y. In support of McGregor's value bias, Maslow notes
 

that "if democratic, political philosophy means anything at all,
 

then enlightened management can be considered under the head
 

of-democratic philosophy ap'plied to the work situation.l I8
 

It is not the intent of this paper to explore in any depth
 

the subject of values per se; nevertheless, it cannot be
 

emphasized too strongly that they are present and active in
 

all aspects of personnel management including the personnel
 

evaluation process. The values management holds concerning the
 

nature of its human resource are pervasive of all its policy
 

and behavior. 19 This-applies directly to concepts of performance
 

evaluation and its purposes and may'very well influence how
 

useful this process Is in practice as a communication .channel
 

between supervisory and employee and a means to definition
 

and accomplishment of organiz.ation and individual ends.
 

McGregor, on close reading, qualified" his ideas more
 

carefully than have those who -frequently cite him. He recognized
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that,
 

Perfect integration of organizational requirements
 
and individual goals and needs is of course., not
 
a realistic objective. In adopting this principle,
 
we seek that degree of integration in which the
 
individual can achieve his goals best by directing his
 
efforts toward the success of the organization.
 
'Best' means that this alternative will be more
 
attractive than the many others available to him:
 
indifference, irresponsibility, minimal compliance,
 
hostility, sabotage, It means that he will
 
continuously be encouraged to develop and utilize
 
voluntarily his capacities, his knowledge, his
 
skill, his ingenuity in ways which contribute to
 
the success of the enterpr.ise.

2 0
 

Support for much of what McGregor said has materialized in the
 

researchof Rensis Likert who has developed a systematic theory
 

of management from his own research and that of others-at the
 

University of Michigan. Likert's work shows that in the many
 

organ iza.tions stu~died by his g.roup, those that were the most 

productive, and at the same time had the highest level of 

employee satisfaction, were those in which "participative 

management" was approximated. At'the risk of grossly over

simplifying, it can be said that the-three primary characteristics 

of this type of management are: ". . (1) the use by the 

manager of the principle of supportive relationships, (2) his 

use of group decision-making and group methods of supervision, 

and (3) his high performance goals for the organization." 21 

Very relevant here is Likert's fi-nding that two of the facto rs 

most significantly influencing organization productivity and 

employee satisfaction were management policy and behavior. 

He classified these as "causal" variables in his systems approach 

to organization; these ' . . are independent variables which 
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determine the course of developments within an organization 

and the res'ults achieved by the organization. 2 2  Likert also 

found that the organizations which are most productive ". . 

2 3
 
harness the noneconomic motives with the economic motives.,"


In s-umma-ry,-it would appear from the research and management
 

literature reviewed in this section that management philosophy
 

concerning the nature of the work force does hold signifi~cance
 

for the integration of organization and individual needs.
 

Without an attitude on management's part that the employee is

a worthy member of the team having something to con't-ri-bute to
 

the success of the organizat~ion besi.des'the carrying out of
 

directed assignments, it seems that little can be done with the
 

i-dea of using performance evaluation .as a positive process
 

for- empiloyee motivati'on. Though the theory of the empl'oyee's
 

needs first developed by Maslow has not been scientifically
 

validated, its general guiding principle has wide acceptance.
 

When man's lower physical needs are satisfactorily met, the
 

evidence is that he does seek to satisfy higher psychological
 

needs. The supervisor can definitely affect the opportunities
 

for this. Likert's work must be used with care in drawing
 

conclusions concerning effects of the individual manager's
 

behavior. His extensive studies do, however, point to a
 

positi.ve relationship between "supportive" management behavior,
 

the productive organization, and a high level of employee
 

satisfaction, High performance goals are also shown to be
 

a characteristic of.supervisors of an effective organization.
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Participation in Decision-making
'
 

In the-various concepts discussed, analyzed and evaluated
 

in current management literature and behavioral research,
 

partlci-pation of the employee in decision-making appears to
 

stand out as the central theme of modern personnel management.
 

The various writers on the subject do not necessarily agree
 

on a definition of the term; but the concept* is generally
 

taken to mean employee involvement in organization decislons
 

which affect'his activities on the job (and this is how it
 

is used in this paper). The psychological basis for this idea
 

is the-need for the mentally healthy i'ndividual to continue to
 

use hi-s given abilities,.to grow and develop his potential
 

to the fullest extent. Chris Argyris wrote that organizations
 

tend to work against this natural development of the i'ndividual
 

and thereby cause a number of dysfunctional reactions to
 

4
 
result.2
 

The interest in participation here is its demonstrated
 

effects on performance. Victor Vroom sums it up this way in
 

his 1965 review of research results available on the subject:
 

When the entire pattern of results is considered
 
we, find substantial basis for the belief that
 
participation in decision making increases
 
productivity. There is experimental and
 
correlational evidence indicating that higher
 
levels of influence by workers in making
 
decisions that they are to carry out results
 
in higher goductivlty than lower levels of
 
influence.
 

Vroom explains the ways in which greater Influence in decision

making by employees can increase performance. "It can increase
 

the quality of decisions made, the strength of group norms.
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regarding execution of the decisions, and the worker's 'ego
 

involvement' in the decisions1126 Pelz and Andrews found-that
 

both Ph. D's and engineers contributed most when they strongly
 

Influenced key decisi-on-makers but also had their assignmen'ts
 

influenced by others.
27
 

Participation must be conceived of as something more than
 

a desire to manipulate people to achieve higher performance
 

for it to contribute to the long term success of an organization.
 

McGregor states very well tie need for participation to have its
 

foundation in a broader man-agement view:
 

The effective use of participation is a consequence
 
of a managerial point of view which includes
 
confidence in the poten-tialities of subordinates,
 
awareness of managements' dependency downwards,
 
and a desire to avoid some of the negative consequences
 
of emphasis on personal authority . . . . It 
consists basically in creating opportunities under
 
suitable conditions for people to influence decisions
 
affecting them, hat influence can vary from a
 
little to a lot. 2
 

Also, participation as conceived by this paper does not have
 

to be an "all or nothing" approach. In some ways the concept
 

has moved in this direction by the passage of time. In 1960,
 

McGregor said,
 

It is perhaps most useful to consider participation
 
in terms of a range of managerial actions. At one
 
end of the range the exercise of authority in the
 
decision-making process is almost complete and
 
participation is negligible. At the other end
 
of the range the exercise of authority is-relatively
 
small and participation is maximum. There is no
 
implication that more participation is better than
 
less. The degree of participation which will be
 
suitable depends upon a variety of factors, including
 
the problem or issue, the attitudes and past
 
experience of the subordinates, the manager's
 
skill, and the point of view . 9
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So It-is difficult to prescribe a set amount of participation
 

as being "the"'proper amount for organizational achievement
 

and individual growth.
 

Meyer, Kay and French stated among their tentative
 

conclusions resulting from their studies using experimental
 

and control groups of employees at the General Electric Flight
 

Propulsion Division:
 

Goal setti-ng, not criticism, should be used to
 
improve performance. One of the most significant
 
findings in our experiment was the fact that far
 
superior results were observed when the manager
 
and man to-gether set'specific goals to be achieved,
 
rather than merely discuss needed improvement.
 
Frequent reviews of pro-gress provide natural
 
opportunities-for discussing means of improving
 
performance as needs occur, and these reviews
 
are far less threatening than the annual
 
appraisal and salary review discussions.

30
 

The large an-d complex R&D organization presents a different
 

set of problems in participative decision-making than does
 

the smaller more-easily integrated research activity. As
 

Herzberg and others have indIcated, the need for centralized
 

.management-and coordination of activities is too great to
 

present the opportunity for true participation at every level
 

in the setting of goals for the work. He says that "to
 

expect individuals at the lower levels of an organization to
 

exercise control over the establishment of over-all goals is
 

unrealistic." 31  Herzberg finds a "reasonable" solution to
 

the problem of motivation through participation of the individual
 

employee in the determination of the "way" goals defined at
 

higher levels in the organization are reached. He envisions
 

that,
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Within certain limits, it is likely that more
 
latitude than is currently available to most
 
peope"in i-ndustry can be given to individuals
 
to develop their own ways of achieving the ends
 
that are p5.sented to them by a centralized
 
euthority,5
 

This observation, also appears -to hold for government.
 

Likert identifies -a high degree of participation by
 

employees in decision-making as one of the key factors.
 

characterizing effective firms; however, he finds this
 

attributable to " . . group decislon-making and supervision 

in an ", . overlapping group form of structure." This structure
 

has ". . . each work group linked to the rest of the organization 

by means of persons who are members of more than one group." 

They serve as "linking pins" between the groups in which they 

hold membdrshi p, -In Lilkert"s "macro" view of this sit.uation 

"interaction and decision making relies heavily on group
 

pr'ocesses." "At each hierarchical level . . aIl.subordinates
 

in a work group who are-affected by the outcome of a decision
 

in it." 3 3  
are invol-ved Here again is the need for participation.
 

One can theorize endlessly concerning exactly how
 

participation functions as a positive factor in worker satisfactior
 

and motivation, but the fact is that it can be seen to work in
 

most situations by the supervisor who uses'it intelligently.
 

and nothing is more convincing than the first hand experience.
 

There are people, however, who do not react favorably to the
 

opportunity to participate in planning their work assignments.
 

Vroom found in.a 1960 study of managers that there was no
 

relationship between the amount of participation in declsion

making and job satisfaction or job performance among authoritarian
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persbnalities, but a strong relationship existed for managers
 

low in authoritarianism.3 4 One of the reasons given for this
 

reversal is that authoritarian-conditioned personalities have
 

a need for direction from an authoritarian figure and are
 

insecure if treated otherwise. Another exception is the
 

individual who chooses to devote his energies to extra

organizational activities and works only to sustain himself
 

for these other purposes. The literature indicates that the
 

latter reaction is more likely to be associated with the.more
 

routine, less satisfying kind of work.
 

Likert finds that the attitudes of managers and employees
 

can be changed over a period of time in the direction of greate
 

participation if top management wishes to change its-management
 

s-tyle and actu-ally irmpl-ement's policies and procedures which
 

promote and provide the opportunity for greater participation
 

by all the members of the-organizatlon. In this view,"once
 

the character of the management of an organization is success

fully changed in th-e direction of greater participation, the
 

balance of the firm will follow in a period of time. This
 

period has not been specifically defined, but Likert's work
 

Is beginning to show that some change is evident as early as
 

one year after the managerial changes are implemented. 35
 

Implications of Participation for Performance
 

Evaluation as an Integrated Process
 

Where in the R&D personnel performance evaluation process
 

does the concept of participation in decision-making have
 

relevance? The answer Is throughout the process as it is
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conceived by this thesis; Just as McGregor saw-participation 

in dec-ision making as an essential ingredient of management 

by self-control, this thesis finds some degree of It essential 

to effective assignment planning, execution and revi-ew in the
 

R&D cbntext. The supervisor who desires the greatest
 

contribution from and satisfaction for each of his employees
 

will seek to engage the employee's participation In the work
 

assignment process beginning with the first step, assignment
 

planning. Depending of course upon the nature of the work and
 

the kind of organization, as well as the personality of the
 

individual employee,- the R&D supervisor may take any of a
 

range of actions in the assignment planning process. For
 

exampld, conditions permitti'ng, he wil'l want to assure that
 

research scientists pl'ay a large role-in formulating their
 

own-projects, but a completely free hand is not necessarily
 

the best for the scientist or the organization. 36  In the
 

case 6f the supervisor of development engineers in a mission
 

situation-necessitating that the work be completed within the

demanding restraints of dollars and schedules, he can solicit
 

the ideas of his engineers in planning-how the goals established
 

by higher echelons can be reached most'effectively within
 

these constraints. The nature of the higher level needs of
 

the most productive R&D professionals and the possibilities
 

of reinforcing these needs through supervisor-employee inter

action and job communication are developed in greater detail
 

in the next Chapter, Again, there is no set degree .of
 

participation that can be prescribed for all-cases; the supervisor
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and his organization will have to work this out.
 

Performance evaluation as a moti'6t,ional process cannot
 

consis-t of a critical discussi.on of the strenaths and weaknesses
 

of the-employee by comparison with job or assignment standards
 

arbitrarily set by the supervisor. Rather, sound performance
 

evaluation begins when the supervisor is assigned a-function,
 

or project-to be completed and he begins the process of
 

- determining how the function is to be broken down into employee

sized pieces. 

This is the real challenge to the supervisor's a'bility
 

to manage his human resource-in an intelligent and supportive
 

manner. Herzberg's finding that the ,job itself is one of the
 

prime sources of motivation bears directly on assignment
 

pl'anning. 37  If the "satisfiers" or "motivators," success in
 

job.performance and the possibility of professional growth,
 

are to be.realized to the fullest extent, participati'on by
 

the employee in the decisions which shape the assignment
 

appears to be essential..The supervisor-who seeks to develop
 

and maintain a high level of motivation among his employees
 

actively considers each individual's capabilities-as demonstr'ated
 

in past assignments before h e proposes a new assignment. This
 

helps preclude the obvious failures which often have a
 

demotivational effect on the employee, i.e.,-where the assignment
 

is too difficult for the employee and even his best efforts
 

are not successful. This may result in a lowering of the
 

employee's asp.iration level or-rationalizations directing
 

responsibility for his failure to causes external to himself. 38
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As Meyer, Kay, and French show in the results of their
 

study at General Electric, participation 1-n work planning can
 

bring Improved employee performance. Discussions of performance
 

progress which center on work goals defined as objectively
 

as possible In advance, were found to have more favorable
 

performance effects than the traditional performance review
 

3 9
 process,
 

In summary, participation is shown in this chapter to
 

result from a management point of view which places trust
 

and confidence i'n its employees. The work of Vroom, Likert,
 

and Meyer, Kay, and French provide support for the idea that
 

employee participation in the decision-making process with
 

respect to work he is to carry out can have a favorable effect
 

on performance. With an atti'tude on the manager's part which
 

is conducive to employee involvement with him in the assignment
 

-pi-anning process, it appears-that a major step has been taken
 

with regard to increased employee motivation. The participation
 

process establishes- the framework for increasing the .employee's
 

ego involvement in his work as noted previously.
 

The next chapter stresses the critical importance of
 

work itself to high levels of employee motivation. It
 

develops further the basis for the idea that an integrated
 

process of performance evaluation can serve as a vehicle for
 

realizing increased employee motivation through skillful use.
 

of the work assignment, media.
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CHAPTER. Il
 

THEORIES OF JOB MOTIVATION AND OTHER CONCEPTS
 
RELATED TO PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
 

This Chapter reviews and evaluates selected studies and
 

research which are judged to have relevance to the objective
 

of the paper. The various works included were chosen for
 

their us.efulness i-n providi-ng added support to the proposition
 

that the performan'ce evaluation process, handled as a part
 

of-the daily supervisory tasks of assigning and reviewing
 

wo,r-k,, can s:erve a.use.ful pu,rpose in motivating employee;s..
 

This Chapter reveals the importance of the job assignment
 

Itself as a motivator of behavior.
 

Law and. regulation in the Government service-provide for
 

the use of performance appraisals to improve the effectiveness
 

of emp-loyee performance. This sounds simple enough and is
 

quite often treated as a matter-of-fact objective in performance
 

evaluation. The underlying assumption seems to be that a good
 

job of performance appraisal will translate fairly dir'ectly
 

into improved employee effectiveness on the job. This simple
 

concept, however, turns into a very. complex matter indeed 

when it is examined in the light of current motivation theory.
 

Although the research is far from conclusive, there are a
 

number of concepts-being developed which concerned personnel
 

administrators may want to consider now in reviewof their
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performance evaluation programs.
 

The first section of this Chapter is an overview of the
 

subject of motivation as it relates to work. Subsequent
 

secti-ons review the findings of several authorities in the
 

field. The effects of role perception in the job situation
 

are covered in-a third section. Note is-also made of
 

organization, group and pay effects.- A concluding section

will attempt to bring together those elements from the literature
 

which lend support to the thesis.
 

Moti.vation: An-Overview
 

Motivated behavior as defined, in the literature is
 

voluntary behavior, i.e., behavior performed at will, and
 

mo.tivation i:s, the proqess which governs voluntary behavior.
 

Psychologists make the assumption that most work behayior is
 

voluntary or motivated4
 

Victor Vroom in his book, Motivation in Maniacement,
 

indicates that "most con-tempora-ry approaches to motivation
 

have their or igins in the principle of hedonism," The central
 

assumption in hedonism is that behavior is directed toward
 

pleasure and away from pain. A person selects that course
 

of action from among alternative possibilities which he thinks
 

will maximize his satisfaction and-minimize-his dissatisfaction.
 

Vroom says that ". . . the'hedonistic doctrine had no empirical 

content and was untestable." Consequently, "the study of
 

motivation by psychologists has largely been directed toward
 

'
fillingfin the missing empirical content in hedonism."
 

Review of the literature reveals that there is fafrly
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genera- agreement among psychologists concerning the basic
 

Ingredients of a theory of motivation although a large number,
 

of different terms are employed. These statements about
 

motives appear to be reducible to statements about preferences.
 

among outcomes. Vroom finds,
 

Most theories assume that the strength of force
 
on a person to choose a given course of action 
is directly related to the product of the valence 
or desirability of an-outcome and the expectancy 
that the course of action-will be followed by
 
the outcome.
 

Psychologists are in agreement that motives are states
 

of tension or disequilibrium produced by events occurring in
 

the external or internal environment of the individual- which
 

ten-d to produce a sequence of actions that persist until the
 

st-ate o~f d s 
iequi -ibri-umn has% been re-stor-ed. There is'not the
 

same agreement about what causes- these states of disequilibrium.
 

Motives are spoken of as short term changes in direction of
 

behavior, i.e., motive arousal, or as secondary or learning
 

motives. Learning motives are longer term, develop as a result
 

of experience and vary greatly among members of a given species,
 

e.g.,, achievement, affiliation, independence and money.
 

Ability and Motivation
 

This Chapter considers performance as motivated behavior,
 

but this is not to imply.that motivation is the sole factor
 

influencing an employee's level of performance. Research has
 

confirmed the rather obvious point that there is interaction
 

be-tween ability and mo'tivation in the performance of work.
 

Motivation is, very importaht to effective performance, but
 



management-must first recruit people with the necessary job
 

aptitudes and/or experience or assure essential training is
 

accomplished before motivation becomes a cornsideration. As.
 

Vroom puts it,
 

The-usefulness of attempts to match the capacities
 
of people with the requirements of their jobs
 
will be dependent on the organization's success
 
in developing a high level of-motivationon the
 
part of its members. Similarly,-the usefulness of
 
attempts to motivate people to perform effective-ly
 
on their jobs will be dependent on the extent to
 
which they hgve the capacities necessary for successful
 
performance.s
 

It is not the intent of this Chapter to delve into the ability.
 

aspect of-performance to-any degree. This is a field in
 

itself. Ability. is mentioned here only as a foundation stone
 

upon which motivated performance is built.
 

Job Sati-sfaction and Job Motivatior
 

A discussion of.the subject of motivation and work would 

be remiss if.it did not-comment on the findings of research
 

into the relationship or lack thereof between job. satisfaction
 

and job motivation. Well over five hundred research investi

gat.i ons were reviewed and reported on by Vroom in 1964. He
 

concludes from this review that,
 

It would seem that measures of job satisfaction
 
are much better predictors of actions toward and
 
away from jobs than they are of the amount of energy
 
thet people will exert in job performance. It
 
seems clear that the idea that increases in
 
productivity will necessarily result from satisfying
 
the needs of-the employes has little support
 
from existing research.
 

Frederick Herzberg and" others using his methods make a case,
 

based on what their subjects have told them,-that performance
 



is affected by attitudes toward the job. 5 This argument
 

really only getting under way now that more studies using
 

sounder methods are beginning to accumulate. Some of the
 

different interpretations on this issue are covered In the
 

following sections which summarize pertinent aspects of the
 

work of several authorities in the field of motivation and
 

work.
 

The "Satisfiers" and "Dissatisfiers"
 

Frederick Herzberg formulated the methodology of his
 

study of attitudes toward work to test the concept that man
 

has two sets of needs, the need to avoid pain and the-need to
 

grow psychologically. He structured his study of more than
 

200-engineers and accountants in the Pittsburg metal industries
 

to meet the objections which are typically made to.investigations
 

of attitudes. Some of these objections are: people indicate
 

they'have a feeling when they don't, answers people give may
 

not be true indications of feeling but merely rationalizations
 

or displacements, and it is difficult to equate feelings
 

between individuals. Herzberg's research took these steps to
 

meet these objections:
 

It included a study of changes in job attitudes
 
in the hope that if attitudes change there is
 
more likelihood that an attitude exists. Further,
 
it focused on experiences in the lives of the respond
ents which contained substantive data that could be
 
analyzed apart from the interpretations of the
 
respondents. Finally, rather than attempt to
 
measure degree of feeling, it focused on peak
 
experiences and contrasted negative peaks with
 
positive peaks; without being concerned with the
 
equality of the peaks,
 



The central core of Herzberg's research design was "the
 

notion' of the sequence of events--as a unit, bounded In time,
 

during wh-ich an individual's attitudes toward his job are.
 

characterized by himself as being exceptionally positive or
 

exceptionally negative." "Factors-attitudes-effects" were
 

studied as a unitary system within which functional relationships
 

among the components were described. All of these components
 

-were derived from the answers given by respondents in a
 

carefully-planned and conducted interview. Job-attitude
 

factors obtained, in the interviews were defined as first level
 

if they were an objective element of the situation in which
 

the-respondent found a source for good or bad feelings about"
 

the job. These included recognition, achievement, possibility
 

of' growth, advancement, salary, interpersonal relations,
 

supervision-technical, responsibility, company policy and
 

administration, working conditions, work itself, factors in
 

personal life, status and job security. Secbnd level factors,
 

indlicating how the person felt about the event, were analyzed
 

.from the respondents answer to the question, "What did these
 

events mean to you?" Effects of job attitudes were analyzed
 

as performance, turnover, mental -health, interpersonal
 

relationships and attitudinal.7
 

Five factors were found to stand, out as strong determiners
 

of job satisfaction--achievement, recognitiont work itself,
 

responsibility and advancement. The last three were identified
 

as being of the greatest importance. for a lasting change of
 

attitudes. These five factors appeared very Infrequently in
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respondent descriptions of events that accompanied job
 

dissatisfaction feelings. Recognition here refers to recogn-ition.
 

for achievement. When recognition appeared in a "high" sequence
 

(parAlleling a good feeling about the job), it referred to
 

recognition for achievement rather than recognition divorced
 

from any accomplishment. According to Herzberg,
 

When the factors involved in the job dissatisfaction
 
events were coded, an entirely different set of
 
factors evolved. These factors were similar to
 
the satisfiers in their unidimensional effect.
 
This time, however, they served only to bring about
 
job dissatisfaction and were rarely involved
 
in events that led to positive job attitudes,
 
Also, unlike the 'satisfiers' the tdissatisfiersl
 
consistently produced short-term changes in job
 
atti-tudes. The major dissatisfiers were company
 
policy and administration, supervision, salary, 8
 

and working conditions.
interpersonal relations 


Considering the criteria of both frequency and duration
 

of attitude effects, as noted above, work itself, responsibility,
 

and advancement were found to be the major factors involved
 

in producing high job attitudes, but they played an extremely
 

small role in producing poor job attitudes. On the negative
 

side, company policy and administration, supervision (both
 

technical- and interpersonal relationships), and working
 

conditions were the major job dissatisfiers with little effect
 

on job attitudes in a positive direction.
 

-The implications of Herzberg's thesis for employee
 

satisfaction are explained by him in this way,
 

Theoretically, given an individual operating from
 
a neutral point, with neither positive nor negative
 
attitudes towards his job, the satisfaction of the
 
factors, which we call the. 'satisfiers,' would .
 
increase his job satisfaction beyond the neutral
 
point. The absence of satisfaction of these factors
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would merely drop-him back to his neutral level
 
but would not turn him intoa dissatisfied employee.
 
Contrariwise, there should be a group of factors
 
that would act as 'dissatisfiers.' Existence of
 
these negative factors would lead to an unhappy
 
employee. The satisfaction of-these factors,
 
however would not create a happy employee. The
 
basic difference between 'satisfiers' and
 
'dissatisfiers' which operate in only one direction
 
in determining the job attitudes of workers,
 
was one of the hypothesis of our study. 9
 

Herzberg indicates that. his data revealed that the unidirectional
 

effect was truer of thed i'ssatisfierg' than the"satisfiers."
 

The distinction between the factors leading to positive
 

job attitudes and those l&adi.ng to negative job attitudes is
 

drawn on psychological lines by the author. He observes.that
 

the conditions which surround the doing of the job cannot
 

give the employee basic satisfaction. "it- is only from the
 

performance of a task that the individual can get the rewards
 

that will reinforce his aspirations." The nature of the
 

motivating qualities of factors defining the job context and
 

those directly related to the doing of the-job are found to
 

,be essentially different. The factors surrounding the job
 

lead to dissatisfaction if they are not perceived to be at
 

6n acceptable level, but when they are increased beyond an
 

acceptable level they do not create much in the way of positive
 

job attitudes. Psychologically speaking the"dissatisfier'
 

meet avoidance needs or needs to avoid unpleasant situations.
 

Those factors related to the doing of the job itself, the
 

'atisfi-ers' "are associated with self-actualization and individual
 

growth. "In contrast -to this motivation by meeting avoidance
 

needs, the job factors reward the needs of'the individual to
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reach his aspirations." Herzberg'conceptualizes the job
 

factor effects as actuating "approach rather than avoidance
 

behavior." He designates these job factors as "motivators"

as opposed to the extra-job facto rs, which he defines as the
 

'factors of hyglene."
10
 

Both kinds of factors meet the nfeeds of the employee;
 
but It is primarily the'motivators' that serve
 
to bring about the kind of job satisfaction and,
 
. . 4 the kind of improvement in performance that. 
industry is seeking from its work force.1 1
 

The relationship or lack there6f between the "motivators" and
 

pe-rforman-ce is'not of proven ca.use and effect nature, but it
 

should be-observed-that Herzberg feels there is a basis In
 

his interview data to claim some relationship.
 

Interpersonal relations play a negligible role in Herzberg's
 

data. As he indicates, this " . . tallies poorly with the 

assumption basic to most- human-relations training programs
 

that the way- in whi'ch a.supervisor gets along with his people
 

is the sing.le most importan-t determinant of morale.' 12 He
 

.advises, howe,er, th-at supe'rvlsory training in-human relations
 

is probably essential to the maintenance of good hygiene at
 

work, especially where the job offers little chance for the
 

operation of the "motivators." An overemphasis on hygiene,
 

however, can result in trouble. "It can lead to a greater
 

and greater focus on the extraneous rewards that reside in
 

the context of jobs." 13 Herzberg emphasizes the need to
 

strengthen thel'hotivatorg'to attain positive and lasting
 

motivation.
 

The ".Motivation-Hygiene Concept" developed by Herzberg
 

http:force.11
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in The Motivation to Work has been subjected to criticism by
 

some and supported in subsequent studies by others. In a
 

later.book, Work and the Nature of Man, published in 1966, he
 

defends his methodology and cites further verification of it
 

by nineresearch studies completed since the earlier work.
 

These studies covered 15 different occupations representing a
 

wide range of skills, job levels and types of organizations.
 

In summarizing the results of these studies he shows that the
 

predictions from his theory were wrong in less than 3 percent
 

of the cases. Herzberg also adds that at the time of the
 

writingoof the 1966 book more than a dozen other replications
 

were in progress testing the theory on more occupations and.
 

organizations4 Also a number of studies using variations of
 

metfodtofgy have made successful predictions from the theory,
 

He concludes, "the evidence appears to be overwhelming that
 

the nature of job attributes is reflected by the theory first
 

proposed in The Motivation to Work.11
14
 

One of these studi-es is of particular interest in that it
 

was conducted over a six year period in a large research and
 

development firm.15 M. Scott Myers g'ives a detailed account
 
I 

of the Texas Instruments Incorporated study of 282 employees
 

randomly chosen and representative of their work force including
 

scientific, engineering, supervisory and hourly personnel.
 

Myers depicts the situation which brought on company concern
 

in 1960 as one of decelerated growth after a tremendous ten
 

year expansion when 'V. * motivation ceased to be self-generating 

and became increasingly dependent upon supervision."16 Although
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there is the industry versus government difference to account
 

for, the situation Myers describes could be taken as that of
 

the NASA Centers discussed in Chapter IV.
 

The results of Texas Instruments' study are consistent
 

with Herzberg's. Some of the more relevant findings follow.
 

Fifty percent of the first level factor high sequences for
 

engineers and scientists related to achievement. In 70 percent
 

of the cases where achievement was the first-level factor, it

was also named as a second-level factor. Recognition, work
 

itself, pride and growth were commonly given by.respondents
 

as second level factors resul-ting from achievement.
 

Texas Instruments' ten-year plan for personnel administration
 

was restructured in 1963 to fit "motivation-ma-intenance" theory
 

concepts, according to Myers. This corporation recognized
 

.that for those who are not naturally effective supervisors,
 

adopting and practicing the motivation-maintenance approach
 

,will require "an eyolutionary process whereby (1) awareness,
 

(2) understanding, (3) conviction, and (4) habit are developed
 

over a period of perhaps five years." 17 They have instituted
 

a training program to aid in meeting their objectives. An
 

attitude measurement program structured around the motivation

maintenance frame of reference has been instituted to appraise
 

company effectiveness in the- six maintenance and four motivation
 

need-areas they-have identified.
 

Myers also develops Herzberg's idea that people can be
 

classed as "motivatioi seekers" or "maintenance seekers." He
 

finds the former ', . motivated primarily by the nature of
 



the task and having a high tolerance for poor environmental
 

factors.,,18 Maintenance seekers by contrast are ". ... motivated
 

primarily by the nature of their environment . . . are chronically 

preoccupied and dissa-tisfied with maintenance factors surrounding
 

the job. . . realize little satisfaction from accomplishment. 

S" Maintenance seekers are cynical toward '. . .. the 

positive virtues of work and life in general. By contrast,
 

motivation seekers rearize great satisfaction from accomplishment
 

and have positive feelings toward work and life in general."'19
 

Myers iremarks that the individual's orientation is fairly
 

permanent but the environment can influence it.
 

In a-situation of satisifed motivation needs,
 
maintenance factors have relatively little influence
 
either as satisfiers or d-issatisfiers. However,
 
the cemoval of opportunity for meaningful achieve
ment sensitizes the individual to his environment
 
and his perception of maintenance factors becomes
 
col-ored by a readiness to find fault. 20
 

Herzberg reports two findingswith respect to performance
 

effects.
 

According to the people interviewed, attitudes
 
toward the job exerted-an extremely important
 
influence on the way in which the job was done.
 
In over 60 per cent of the combined high and low
 
sequences and effect on performance was reported
 
in,the anticipated direction; that is, an
 
improVed performance related to improved job
 
attitudes and a decrease in performance related
 
to a change of attitude in a negative direction.
 
The second finding is that the tendency for attitudes
 
to have an ,effect on performance was greater for
 
favorable attitudn toward the job than for
 
unfavorable ones.
 

Although the evidence is building in support of- Herzberg's
 

concept, it is far from conclusive. He says that due to the
 

lack of.meaningful objectiVe criteria it is essential that we
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use what clues we have to the impact of attitudes on work 

behavior. He also acknowledges that due to the nature of his 

technique his data '. . should not be considered direct 

evidence of the behavior of our respondents but rather indications
 

2 2
 
a high degree of probability . . . ,
that this behavior had 


Implications of the"notivation-hygiend' concept
 

"Herzberg does not prescribe precise methods for increasing
 

motivation but rather indicates this must await further research.
 

He does however specify some goals for increasing motivation.
 

One tentative conclusion he reaches concerning job structure
 

is-that ". . . jobs must be structured to increase the maximum 

ability of workers to achieve goals meaningfully related to the
 

doing of the job."'2 3 He tentatively.concludes, in this
 

connection, that some measure of control over the way the job
 

is performed is necessary for the individual to realize a
 

sense of achievement and of personal growth. It is proposed
 

by this thesis that job-centered performance evaluation is
 

a ready vehicle for reinforcing the higher level needs such
 

as.these. This approach calls for the active participation
 

of the R&D professional with his supervisor in the structuring
 

of projects. It anticipates a free exchange of information
 

and support between the supervisor and the professional on
 

a continuous basis with evaluative comments cast in terms of
 

how the project might be improved in the future rather than
 

critical comment on what has transpired.
 

Another useful idea coming-from Herzberg's data Is that
 

achievements in themselves are only a partial' reward."
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He says, "the accumulation of achievements must lead to a 

feeling of personal growth in the individual, accompanied by 

a sense of increasing responsibility." Interes-ting work is" 

also given as a clue to higher levels of motivation, but it is 

difficult to predict in advance what will be interesting for a 

particular individual. Herzberg advses " . . . that the jobs 

themselves have to-be set up in such a way that interest or 

not, the individual who carries them out can find that their 

' 2 4
 
to Increased motivation.
operations lead 


The process of performance rating appears to have the
 

potential of being a 'katisfier'by broad application of Herzberg's
 

construction since it can be directed to reinforcing the job

content factors. It seems obvious that the -nature of its
 

use and its purpose can affect strongly how it is perceived
 

by the employee. As discussed in other parts of this paper,
 

appraisals which focus on personality traits of the employee
 

or are critical in a negative sense are clearly dysfunctional
 

to the objective of motivating the best performance. Then,
 

too, appraisals having a purely administrative purpose with
 

no real perceived value to the employee or supervisor are
 

likewise of little positive motivational value. Thus the
 

findings of performance evaluation research appear also to
 
S I'
 

be explainable in terms of Herzberg's'Uissatisfiers such as
 

company policy and administration (poor lines of communication
 

and harmful personnel policy) and supervision (technical and
 

interpersonal relation's). 25  Personality trait oriented and
 

seemingly fruitless administrative evaluations in this
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interpretation are not useful in creating employee satisfaction
 

but frequently lead to employee dissatisfaction.
 

Objectives or results-oriented performance evaluation on
 

the other hand can be interpreted as meeting Herzberg's concept
 

of being a "satisfier." This type of evaluation focused on
 

ass.essment ofrwork accomplishment and. planning for the purpose
 

of assisting the employee to grow in responsibility and skill
 

.on the job clearly fits his definition of a'batisfiet'
 

(positive job context factor). It is noted that pay was found
 

by Herzbe-rg's studies to h-ave both negative and positive
 

characteristics. Across-the-board raises were "dissatisfiers"
 

whereas pay as reward for performance was a reinforcer of the
 

achievement factor.
 

The above speculation about performance evaluation is
 

consistent with the position of a number of behavioral scientists
 

that administrative evaluations for rating purposes should be
 

handled separately from appraisals intended to motivate
 

employee satisfaction and effectiveness.
 

Both Herzberg and Myers draw some conclusions from their
 

studies of the implications of their findings for the super

visor's role. Although their ideas arestated in terms of a
 

broad approach, they can -readily be seen to apply to the
 

process of performance evaluation as defined in this paper.
 

Herzberg says of the supervisor:
 

He will have to learn discriminatively to recognize
 
good work, to-reward this good work appropriately.
 
This- emphasis does not reduce the necessity for the
 
-maintenance of optimal personal relationships
 
between supervisor and subordinate. In addition t
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he will have to acquire increasingly greater skills
 
in the organization and distribution of work so
 
that the responsibility for successful achievement
 
on the part- of his subordinates will be increased. 2 6
 

Scott Myers is able to put his ideas into operational terms
 

based on his experience with the"motivation-hygiend'concept
 

at Texas Instruments. He s-ays the -supervisor's role has two
 

parts, to provide conditions of motivation and satisfy
 

maintenance needs.
 

In terms of day-to-day behavior patterns, the
 
role of the competent supervisor includes
 
providing each individual with the requisite job
 
information, maintaining high performance
 
expectations, encouraging goal-setting and the
 
exercise of independent judgment, providing recognition
 
and rewards commensurate with achievements, and
 
maintaining an atmosphere of approval in which
 
failure is a b is for growth rather than
 
recrimination.
 

Myers adds that the supervisor's support in satisfying the
 

maintenance needs (economic, security, orientation, status,
 

social, and physical)
 

is essential, particularly so for security
 
and orientation needs. Feelings of security are
 
largely influenced by the supervisor and determine
 
whether the individual will assert himself in a
 
constructive motivation-seeking manner, or will
 
fall back on maintenance seeking behavior. The
 
satisfaction of orientation needs requires supervisors
 
steeped in company lo-re, policies, procedures, and
 
practices. The ability and willingness of supervisors
 
to dispense information when requested meets a need
 
seldom satisfied 

2 8
by handbooks and other written
 

communications.
 

Herzberg's findings relating job and job content factors
 

to high levels of employee satisfaction are consistent with
 

the assumption of this thesis that performance evaluation as
 

an employee-job-centered process, which is results and growth

oriented, can serve as a supervisory aid in employee motivation.
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In other words, when performance evaluation is a continuous
 

process of information exchange with the employee which permits
 

him to influence his supervisor's decisions in the assignment
 

planning stage, as well as in the progress review stage, it
 

can have a positive motivational effect. This can result if
 

the supervisor uses this process to enhance the subordinate's
 

opportunities for successful achievement on the job as these
 

possibilities present themselves or can he structured into
 

the assignment.
 

Effective Performance and the Job Climate
 

In 1966, Donald Pelz and Frank Andrews of the University
 

of Michigan Survey Research Center published the results of a
 

study o.f scientists and engineers-which had spanned more than
 

six years. 29 They were interested in learning what constitutes
 

a stimulating atmosphere for research and development.
 

Questionnaires were administered to in excess of 1300 scientists
 

3 0
 and enginee-rs in eleven research and development laboratories.


Their findings appear to have clear relevance to the thrust
 

of this thesis in that the study was concerned with effective
 

performance and 526 of those questioned were in government
 

laboratories. Of particular interest at this point are their
 

findings in the areas of job satisfaction and motivation of
 

scientific personnel and the implications of these for
 

performance evaluation processes.
 

Pelz's and Andrews' research was designed to obtain
 

performance data on each scientist through a carefully
 

constructed questionnaire which he completed. Neas.ures of
 

http:years.29
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each man's scientific performance were also obtained which
 

included:
 

. his scientific or technical contribution 
to his field of knowledge in the past 5 years, 

judged by panels of his colleagues; his as 

overall usefulness to the, organization. through
 
either research or administra.tion, also as judged
 
by his colleagues; the number of professional
 
papers he had published in the past 5 years (or
 
in the case of an engineer, the number of his
 
patents or p'atent applications); and the number
 
of his unpublished reports in the same period, 3 1
 

Adjustments were made in the data to score each scientist
 

relati-ve to others with a similar background. Characteristics
 

of the climate were also obtained on another carefully tested
 

quest-ionnaire. "The two sets of data (on. performance and on

climate) were analyzed to find those conditions under which
 

level." 3 2
scientists actually performed at a higher or V-ower 

Five primary analysis groups were used to record the 

analyzed data. These were: (1) Ph. D.'s-in development

oriented labs (half located in government); (2) Ph. D.'s in
 

research-oriente-d labs (one-th-ird in government); (3) Non-

Ph. D."s in development-oriented labs not dominated by Ph. D,s, 

"engineers," (one-quarter in'government); (4) Non-Ph. D.'s in 

Ph. D.-dominated labs, either reseatch or development-oriented,
 

(these were subordinate professionals referred to as "assistant
 

scientists," one-half of them were in government); and
 

(5) Nondoctoral scientists in research-oriented labs not
 

dominated by Ph, D,'s (all in government).
 

Types of-Motives and Performance
 

One portion of this research investigated three types
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of motives, i.e., (1) direction of motivation, (2) source of
 

motivation, and (3) style of ppproach to work.
 

Direction or orientation of motives was measured by these
 

criteria: science orientation, professional orientat-ion,
 

status orientation, and career as ladder versus activities
 

liked. Science orientation and the more-inclusive versi.on
 

called professional orientation, were "mildly but consistently
 

positive in their relationship to various performance measures."
 

"Interest In status hardly related to performance." Ph. D.'s
 

and engineers in government development labs "s-eemed more
 

responsive to science or professional motives than did those
 

in industry." Assistant scientists (both industry and government)
 

benefited most from these motives. No strong relationships
 

were shown between the orientation of motives and performance
 

by this data. 33
 

Pelz's and Andrew9t data reflecting sources of motivation
 

revealed that "independent and self-reliant scientists and
 

engineers were substantially more effective" and dependent
 

individuals were below par in performance. Although effective
 

scien-tists and engineers reported stimulation-from a'variety
 

of sources; "the critical element was not the specific source
 

but an underlying factor of intellectual self-reliance-

confidence in one's ideas." 34
 

As far as styleof approach to work went, "interest in a
 

broad rather than a deep approach was a di-stinct advantage,
 

especially in terms of overall usefulness.,"35 Those scientists
 

and engineers with a wide grasp of major new developments and
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who did not get caught up in narrow specialities were most
 

useful to their organizations. Ph. D.'s and engineers in
 

government development labs were more strongly affected by
 

breadth of approach and interest in abstract concepts than
 

those-in i-ndustry.
 

'"Creative tensions"
 

.A key finding of this-study from the standpoint of
 

motivation is that self-reliance and independence are important
 

motives to the effective scientist. The R&D supervisor must
 

surely take heed of this finding in the -process of performance
 

evaluation, Pelz and Andrews point out, however,- that systems
 

of organizational rewards as they typically operate, create
 

dependence on the part of the empl.oyee.. They'say that perform

ance reviews which place the future of the scientist in the
 

hands of one supervisor (although others may superficially enter
 

in-the process by signing off on the review) destroy independent
 

'thought in the subordinate, A related finding of Pelz and.
 

Andrews was that self-reliance and independence did not by
 

themselves make for effectiveness. Effective scientists
 

also interacted vigorously with their colleagues. They
 

contributed most when there was an opportunity to influence
 

those who made the decisions in the organization.- A similar
 

combination of conditions of challenge and security emerged
 

from the analysis of the data in other areas as well, In
 

fact, "creative tensions" (so named by the authors), or forces
 

pulling in different directions, were found to be conditions
 



associated with high performance on the part of scientists
 

and engineers. Thus Pelz and Andrews appear to have added
 

a very significant contribution to the understand-ing of the
 

job content ingredients associated with effective performance.
 

For years, one has heard about the need for scientists to have
 

independence in their work, and they have on occasion demanded
 

it. Now it appears this was only a part of the motivational
 

picture. This study shows that isolated scientists were not
 

the most effective ones. "'inner motivation' does not mean
 

isolation from people, but an independence of thouht 

confidence in one's own judgment." 36 Management's attitude
 

and the consequent presence or absence of participative
 

decision-making in the work assignment and review process
 

obviously can either nurture or frustrate this need.
 

After further analysis of his data, Pelz published an
 

article in 1967 which clearly sets forth the essence of his
 

findings in a configuration of "creative tensions." A table
 

from that article is included here for the valuable insights
 

it provid6s .into scientists' performance (see Table 1).
 

Implicatipns of the "creative tensions" idea
 

Some o-f the implications Pelz and Andrews draw from their
 

study bear directly on the task of supervising R&D personnel
 

and the process approach to performance evaluation. Considering
 

the importance of self-reliance and the pursuit of one's own
 

ideas, the supervisor can assign work so that the individual
 

subordinate gets credit-for this contribution (security), but
 

also he can arrange for the subordinate to explain his work in
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a
TABLE ],--EIGHT "CREATIVE TENSIONS 
'
 

Security Challenge
 
Tension I
 

Effective scientists and
 
engineers in both research
 
and development laboratories
 
did not limit their activities.
 
either to pure science or to
 
application but spent some
 
time on several kinds of R&D
 
activities, ranging from
 
basic research to technical
 
services 

Tension 2 
Effective scientists were intellectually 

independent or self-reliant; 
they pursued their own ideas 
and val-ued freedom . . . . ,But they did not avoid other 

people; they and thei-r colleagues 
interacted vigorously 

Tension 3 
a) In'the first decade of work, 

young scientists and enginee-rs 
did well if they spent a few 
yeaars on one main project... . B-ut young non-Ph. D.Is
 

also achieved if they had
 
several skills, and young
 
Ph. D.'s did better when they

avoided narrow specialization
 

b) Among mature scientists, 
high
 

performers had greater self
confidence and an interest in
 
probing deeply ,At the same time, effective
 

older scientists wanted to
 
pioneer In broad new areas
 

Tension 4
 
a) In loosest department's with
 

minimum coord-ination, the .
 
most. autonomous individuals,
 
with maximum security and
 
minimum challenge, were
 
ineffective M those
,Hore effective were 


persons who experienced
 
stimulation from a variety of
 
external or Internal sources
 

b) In departments having
 

aFrom Donald C. Pelz, "Creative Tensions in the Research
 

and Development Climate," Science, CLVII (July 14, 1967),
 
160-65. Copyright by the Wmercan Association for the
 
Advancement of Science.
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TABLE l.--Continued
 

Security 	 Challenge
 

moderate coordination, it
 
seems likely that individual
 
autonomy permitted a search
 
for the best solution... . . .to important problems
 

faced by the organization
 
Tension 5
 

Both Ph. D.'s and engineers
 
contributed most when they
 
strongly influenced key
 

in
decision-makers. . . * *but also when persons 
several other positions had 
a voice in selecting their 
goals 

Tension 6 
High performers named 

colleagues with whom they
shared similar sources of 
stimulation (personal 
:support) .... but they differed from 

colleagues in technical style 
and strategy (dither or 
Intellectual conflict) 

Tension 7 
R&D teams were of greatest 

use to their organization 
at that "group age" when
 
interest in narrow
 
specialization had increased
 
to a medium level. .. ,but interest in broad
 

pioneering had not yet
 
disappeared
 

Tension 8
 
In 	older groups which retained
 

vitality the members preferred
 
each other as collaborators... yet their technical strategies
 

- differed and they remained 
intellectually combative 
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meetings of peers or superiors (challenge). This would be
 

-consistent with tension 2 in the table. Security can be
 

provided by -the opportunity for the scientist or engineer to
 

influence others who decide-his assignments', but also, it is
 

suggested by this study that the involvement of others in
 

project determination also serves to add challenge and
 

effectiveness, (tension 5). Regarding specialization, the
 

indications are that the young scientist and engineer did
 

well if he was assigned to a project a few years or long enough
 

to achieve a sense of growth and accomplishment; however, he
 

also should be periodically given second,- shorter assignments
 

requiring new skills while he is working on the main assignment.
 

This will provide necessary-challenge (tension 3a). Older
 

scientists and engineers, as well as older teams of these
 

types of professionals, tend to become highly specialized and
 

to thereby lose some-effectiveness. "Specialization lends
 

security but diminishes challenge.." Assignments should be
 

.structured to "keep the older man'-s interest in -broad areas
 

-strong by tempting him with problems on the pioneering edges
 

of his fiel'd." Also refresher courses can be used to add
 

challenge here (tension 1, 3 and 4).- In the older group
 

situation, Pelz says challenge it with tasks outside of its
 

area of expertise. Pelz indicates too that older R&D teams
 

remain productive if they stay cohesive." Yet, while
 

being socially compatible,-they were most effective when their
 

technical strategies differed and they remained "intellectually
 

combative" (tension 8). Also, high performers had colleagues
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who were supportive but provided a source of "intellectual 

conflict" or "dither" at the same time by their different
 

technical style and strategy (tension 6).37
 

What does this imply for the supervisor in R&D activities?
 

He needs to consider both the technical and the emotional mix
 

when he reorganizes or forms work groups. He may increase
 

the effectiveness of the younger man and prevent or decrease
 

loss of effectiveness in the older man by using the"creative
 

tensions concept.38
 

Pelz's and Andrews' results demonstrate very well that
 

techni-cal performance, supervision, and environment are all
 

related.- A performance evaluation approach which does not
 

take this into consideration will be indeed lacking. A narrow
 

-

view of performance evaluation as merely comparison of .effort
 

with established requirements misses the real potential of
 

the process for motivating better performance. Evaluation
 

to be a useful process, will have to consider the effects on
 

.performance of the nature of the work itself, the interaction
 

of supervisory and subordinate, interaction with other personnel
 

in the organization and without, organization policy and
 

controls and the employee's needs. This requires a removing
 

of the "blinders" that the "rating" view of performance
 

evaluation causes and a realization that there are many factors
 

in the "field" of the work situation that the supervisor
 

needs to be aware of and consider in evaluating employees,
 

if he seeks to maintain and improve organizational and. individual
 

effectivehess. Indeed, the supervrsor can only do so much
 

http:concept.38
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with respect to the many variables that relate to performance,
 

but surely he needs to recognize those th-ings he can and'
 

cannot affect and take action accordingly. The -role of the
 

supervisor has been downgraded in importance in the large
 

organization setting in a number of ways, but he is still "the"
 

representative of management to most employees. How well he
 

does his job directly affects the opportunities of those under
 

his supervision to contribute and to grow on the job.
 

The concept of "creative tensions" has brought balance
 

into the picture of condit-ions the R&D supervisor will want
 

to foster in the interest of building a work environment that
 

app'ears conducive to effective performance;. Job planning.
 

by the supervisor which is intended to be consistent with the
 

obJective of attaining effective performance cannot concentrate
 

on cha-llenging duties without some thought to security factors
 

and lvice versa.
 

As in the Herzberg study, employee-job-centered factors
 

are important to Pelz's and Andrews' findings. However, their
 

method went further to detail factors present in high performance
 

situations based on performance as rated by peer judgments
 

and obj-ective output measures. The idea of the positive
 

motivation potential of performance evaluation used as a
 

supportive process is consistent with Pelz's and Andrews' work
 

in several respects. The assignment planning and review
 

process is a ready vehicle for structuring into R&D job
 

assignments those factors found associated with effective
 

performance, e.g., coordination, "dither" and diversity elements,
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where they have prospect of maintaining or improving employee
 

concept of the evaluation
effectiveness. In this way then, the 


process as a continuous process presents the possi.bility of
 

rei.nforcing effective performance and sustaining it.
 

"Other MotivatiVon Factors'
 

Role Perception and.Performance Effects
 

to seek to
To reiterate, the thrust of this thesis is 


undergird personnel performance evaluation as an integrated
 

portion of the personnel management process. Therefore,
 

been directed toward the assessment
considerable effort has 


of behavloral'concepts that have growing support in research
 

their
findings. Much effort has also been made to seek out 


relevance to performan-ce evaluation as a process with. potential
 

for enhancing organization and individual goals.
 

A search for major ideas of sign-if'icance to a proposition
 

may tend to overlook either intentionally or unintentionally
 

possibly sheer volume), lesser points
(for reasons of focus or 


in the literature. -This could easily be the case with role
 

perception. Porter and Lawler give role perception an important
 

place in the complex of factors affecting performance. Other
 

sources reviewed gave little emphasis to this.idea. Porter
 

and Lawler used the questionnaire nethod and correlational
 

techniques to analyze the results of a study of the attitudes
 

seven
and performance of 563 management respondents in 


aerospace 'eveloper. In addition
organizations, including an 


to the supervisor's responsea rating of his performance was
 

obtained from his superior.
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One of the practical implications of their data relating
 

managerial attitudes and performance is a strong indication
 

that
 

* even when a manager exerts high effort in his 
job, the resulting perf6rmance may be relatively 
mediocre if his role perceptions are inaccurate. 
The moral here is that organizations need to consider 
paying more attention than they have in the past 
to assessing whether the individual correctly 9 

understands where his effort should be applied. 3 9 

This concept has real meaning to anyone who has experienced
 

capable but poorly directed effort in an organization.
 

Porter and Lawler studied managers from the first level
 

up in their sample; however, it seems reasonable to assume in,
 

the case of their findings concerning role perception that
 

what holds true for supervisors can also be considered applicable
 

for nonsupervisors. These authors point out employers often
 

pay far more attention to attempting to. increase the amount of
 

effort that employees exert on their jobs than they do to the
 

direction of such effort. This is in terms of the more
 

psychological aspects of the job rather than technical duties
 

orientation. Their findinos
 

* . imply that organizations might be able to
 
improve the overall performance of their managers,
 
without any corresponding increase in the amount
 
of effort required of them, simply by 8 cusing
 
greater attention on role perceptions.
 

Porter and Lawler do not see this increased attention to role
 

perception (or where the manager's effort should be applied)
 

as leading to undesired conformity on the part of the individual.
 

They see the contrary as indicated, i.e., more rational
 

placement decisions can be made by the organization and more
 

http:applied.39
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rational employment decislons can be made by the manager.
 

The implications of better role perception for strengthening
 

the usefulness of the performance evaluatfon'process are" fairly
 

obvious. If the objective of the performance-evaluation process
 

is to improve work communi'cations and' motivation, then nothing
 

appears more basic than a careful delineation by the supervisor
 

of what is important in the job he desires an individual to
 

perform. A good possib'ility exists that greater attention
 

to where the subordinate's effort should be concentrated or
 

clarifi-cation of retlative priorities in the participative
 

assignment planning process will preclude problems that may
 

occur later in the performance review process, due to misunder.
 

standing.- This approach entails a dual responsibility in the
 

assignment p-lann-i-ng, stage. The supervisor cannot pass the
 

buck to the subordinate to figure out what the superior wants
 

and subsequently pass judgment on the subordinate for guessing
 

wrong. Priorities and basic-direction are the' task of the
 

supervisor, The subordinate also will have to assume greater
 

responsibility for listening closely f6r the "where" portion
 

of the assignment and if it is not forthcoming, raise the
 

question. Two cautions seem appropriate here. The supervisor
 

will have to use care to avoid turning the "where" .emphasis
 

of the assignment into how to carry it out, if he desires to
 

leave that initiative with the employee. Secondly, in R&D
 

work the "where," or direction of an investigation, may itself
 

be the assignmeht an'dof course this qualifies the above
 

concept.
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The Organization and the Group
 

Without a doubt, the nature of the organization In whi'ch
 

the supervisor islocated has tremendous effects on hi's actions
 

in evaluating performance, Golembiewskl describes the
 

"1substantial costs" incurred by the functional organizational
 

structure (narrow span of control) commonly employed in
 

government-compared with the product organization (broad span
 

of control). Where the broad span of control organization is
 

in effect, the size of the "managerial entity" is shown to
 

be smaller, supe-rvisory power is increased and job enlargement
 

is more feasible.- All of these of course facilitate the 

management job. Another advantage that can accrue from the 

more ideal organization is -a structure which " . "encourages 

'general supervision,' i.e., monitoring performange in terms
 

of results with considerable freedom for the employee so-long
 

as he is performing up to standard." Since under the product
 

(broad span of control) organization units under one supervisor
 

may be organized around a complete product, Golembiewski sees
 

the task ofrmotivating and measuring performance as considerably
 

eased. He says that relative measure of performance between
 

units is'possible whereas the more hierarchical organization
 

must rely on performance standards. Some fairly obvious
 

training advantages are also pointed out for-the product
 

organization. 4 1
 

As important as organization structure is to the supervisor,
 

this is a factor that frequently is beyond his control.
 

Therefore, consistent with the-emphasis of proposing practical
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assistance to the supervisor, the main effort here is not an
 

organizational one.
 

.The informal group influence is another element-that can
 

affect the performance of the individual employee. Vroom
 

summarizes this factor as follows:
 

* . .the cohesiveness of a group affects the amount 
of influence that it can have on its members but it
 
has no necessary relationship to productivity.
 
Whether the direction of a work group's influence is
 
consistent or inconsistent with the objectives
 
of the total organization is dependent on its norms;
 
that is, the particular behavior patterns which
 
are met with approval or disapproval by group
 
members. Clearly, a person's motivation to perform
 
his job effectively is influenced by his relations
 
with his co-workers. Two aspects of these relations
 
appear to be involved--the extent to which he likes
 
or admires his co-workers, and his conception of
 
how they think he should behave. He is likely
 
to invest a great deai of energy in the performance
 
of h-is job when he is attracted to his co-workers
 
and when he believes that th% will be more likely
 
to. accept him if he does so.
 

According to the results of a study conducted by M. Patchen in
 

1962, "quite strong relationships" were found between the
 

performance norms of a group and the supervisor in charge of
 

the group.
 

A supervisor who strongly encouraged efficiency
 
on the part of his subordinates and who, at the
 
same. time, was perceived as 'willing to go to bat'
 
for'them when the occasion demanded it, t 5 ded to
 
have a group with high performance norms.
 

Those supervisors with the opposite of these attributes tended
 

to have groups with low- performance norms. Likert also found
 

the combination of supportive behavior and high performance
 

goals in the manager's behavior associated with high performance
 

units. 44 
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Pay and Promotions
 

In the. government R&D environment, there are two other
 

factors that directly affect performance'evaluation over which
 

the supervisor has only limited control, pay and promotions.
 

The limits result from a government-wide position classification
 

system and organization competitive promotion policies.
 

Government organizations, especially "as they mature, can
 

develop rather rigid organizatt'on and position structures
 

whichin turn result in restriction of promotion opportunities.
 

Instead of the seemingly unlimited opportunities for advancement
 

that were present in a dynamic and growing organization,
 

employees and supervisors are confronted by a-fully-staffed
 

hierarchy with rather firmly drawn grade structures. Monetary
 

reward accord'ing to the federal government position classification
 

system usually follows organizational level with great
 

regularity.
 

There have been improvements in the pay and reward system
 

and-in the technique for classifying scientists' positions
 

since Golembiewski wrote his criticism of the Civil Service
 

45 
work management system in 1962, Pay reform actions have
 

brought Civil Service pay schedules more closely in line with
 

industry rates for similar work, 'beginning in 1962. Within

grade increases for high quality work were authorized also
 

beginning in 1962. Also some very significant developments
 

have taken place in the position classification area in the
 

past ten years. A"Research Grade Evaluation Guide" 4 6 (position
 

classification standard) has been issued which permits credit
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for individual contributions and allows all individual
 

professionals to reach the full grade level possible in the
 

particular research funcion performed. This "rank-in-the-man"
 

concept is conducive to individual effort, as is the "man-in

the-job" concept which is now a possible grading consideration
 

under Civil Service Commission posit-on classification policy.
 

The latter concept recognizes that a man can by his own unique
 

abi'litles ard contributions develop his position beyond the
 

grade level normally appropriate for the particular kind o~f
 

work and provides for upg.rading of the position in such cases,.
 

These improvements in the reward system arelimportant
 

factors in work motivation in the Civil Service. Supervisors
 

of R&D activities cannot be expected to motivate high performance
 

and maintain job satisfaction wi'thout at least'an adequate
 

reward structure. It is speculated that adequate to the R&D
 

professional means pay reasonably comparable to what his
 

acqua.intances in other R&D organizations who do similar work
 

receive.
 

The idea being developed here is thaot pay is a motivator
 

and a potent one when skillfully administered. There have
 

been arguments downgrading the importance of pay but they
 

have not been convincing. Vroom reports.
 

. * . the level of performance of workers is related 
to the extent to which performance is instrumental 
to the attainment of higher wages, promotions, and 
acceptancb by co-workers. In each case this 
relationship is strongest for workers 0o most
 
strongly value each of these outcomes.
 

Herzberg.makes a distinction between money as a direct reward
 

for outstanding individual performance and money as an across



the-board increase. The former he found to be a reinforcement 

of the motivators, recognition and achievement, and the latter 

a "dtssatisfier. '4 8 Porter and Lawler report in their recent 

study, ", . , When raises are viewed as signifying progress 

in work or as -rewards for good performance, pay is seen as a 

satisfier of a number of needs,"'4 9 The most recent evidence
 

then indicates that how pay is handled may determine its 

motivational effects, This means that the organization and the 

supervisor can encourage high performance through actions which 

base raises on individual contribution, but they will need 

also to provide ". , adequate feedback about raises so that 

each individual can evaluate the significance of his raise.",50 

Peter Drucker adds the necessary perspective to the
 

argument by bringing forth the fact that there are limits to
 

the number of promotions an organ-ization can make. Speaking
 

of manager personnel, he said:
 

Overemphasis on promotion frustrates and demor-alizes
 
three or four out of every five management people.
 
It also leads to the-wrong kind of competitive
 
spirit in which a man tries to yet ahead at the
5
 
expense of his fellow workers.
 

However, this problem is by no means confined to the managerial
 

structure. In government R&D activities, as in other areas of
 

government, there is only-so much that can be done with pay.
 

Judicious use of pay and promotions applies most directly at
 

the lower grade levels of the pay schedule where the engineer
 

or scientist still has promotion room. This means that the
 

supervisor who normally controls promotions through the "full
 

performance" or "journeyman". level has the-pay motivator
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available to use in combination with other factors to motivate
 

high performance among the younger professionals. This i's
 

not the case with the mature and experienced scientist or
 

engineer. If he hai reached the top of the applicable pay
 

schedule, then he can only be awarded special monetary awards
 

for outstanding performance. So long as there is reasonable
 

pay comparability in the salary schedule, it is not likely
 

that the older professional will leave his job. There is also
 

no assurance that he will continue to be productive. Thus
 

the noneconomic motivators that reside in job content become
 

extremely important as a resource to the supervisor.
 

Summary of Relevant Concepts
 

Performance has been viewed as motivated or volun.tary
 

behavio.r in this chapter, The fairly obvious point is made
 

that motivated behavior must be combined with the necessary
 

degree of ability in a job for there to be effective performance.
 

The motivation theory of Frederick Herzberg is analyzed
 

in some detail and the "satisfiers" or job content factors
 

of work itself, responsibility and advancement are found to
 

be of the.greatest importance to a lasting change in a favorable
 

direction of employee attitudes toward their work. However,
 

the-major "dissatisfiers" of company policy and administration,
 

supervision, and working conditions can cause dissatisfaction
 

if they do not receive necessary attention along with the
 

.positive motivation factors. The critics of this theory point
 

to the fact that it'is based on the psychological responses
 

of employees with the weaknesses inherent in such a method,
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However Herzberg counters that the responses obtained can
 

be taken as indicating a high degree of probability that 'the
 

behavior described.occurred and that it is essential that we
 

use what clues we have to the effects of attitudes on work
 

behavior. The details of the findings of Herzberg, M.
 

-Scott Myers, and others using their approach are less important
 

to the prop-osal of this paper than the major trend of their
 

findings, that the factors associated with positive work
 

attitudes center on the job itself rather than job context
 

fa6tors that continue to receive a disproportionate amount of
 

manaaement's attention.
 

Pelz's- and Andrews findings regarding the job factors
 

associated with. the most effective R&D p-rofess-ional.s lend
 

added support to the idea that a continuous process of employee
 

performance evaluation c4D be a useful device for enhancing
 

employee motivation. It can do.this by concentrating on job
 

and assignment factors. which affect the doing of the job and
 

influencing these in such'a way as to create or sustain
 

motivation for the employee. Pelz's and Andrews' analysis
 

reveals that a tension factor i-s present in work motivation
 

which appears to be an essential consideration in creating a
 

climate in-the. laboratory which will reinforce effective
 

performance.
 

Since the job factors studied by Herzberg, Pelz and
 

and Andrews and others can readily be affected through a
 

coninuous process .of performance evaluation,it would appear
 

it- receives further support as a useful vehicle throuah which
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the supervisor can influence employee motivation.
 

Other elements of the performance picture discussed in
 

this chapter were role perceptions, organization and gro'up
 

effectsand pay and promotion considerations. The role
 

perception idea makes it clear that. performance may be improved
 

-by focusing attention on the desired outputs of a job without
 

any added effort being required of the employee.
 

Organization and group effects on the performance,of
 

.employees will need to be recognized by the supervisor for
 

the powefful factors they can be. Although these are factors
 

which are not typically subject to his control, he can influence
 

the 'group norms in the direction of productive goals by his
 

own behavior according to studies reported. Patchen and Likert
 

are two that find supervisors of the more productive work
 

groups have high performance goals themselves and are also
 

supportive of their subordinates.
 

Although the supervisor may not have the pay or promotion
 

tools available as an incentive to use to motivate high
 

performancelevels among the middle-aged professionals, he
 

can use the assignment and review process to detect where the
 

possible use of the noneconomic motivations will promote
 

employee and organization goals of achievement and can build
 

desirable "tensions" into the assignments of his employees.
 

If pay is used to motivate performance, it must be given as
 

a visible reward for good performance to accomplish its
 

p.urpose according to studies cited in this chapter.
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The next Chapter develops further some ideas of why and
 

how the supervisor can motivate the achievement of organization
 

and individual goals through use of the participative work
 

assignment and review process.
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CHAPTER IV
 

PERFORMANCE RATING LAW, POLICY, ATTITUDES,
 
AND THE CENTER PLANS
 

It was indicated in the first chapter that the thrust of
 

this paper is to identify performance evaluation concepts
 

having'potential for use by Kennedy Space Center (KSC)
 

supervisors in a daily operations context. These supervisors,
 

like most other Federal Government s-upervisors, are subject to
 

applicable law and.higher echelon;policy and regulatory controls
 

-in the exercise of their personnel management responsibilities.
 

Law and regulation establish definitive requirements and
 

constraints that to a large degree shape the formal processes
 

of performance evaluation at the installation level. For
 

this reason-, the Performance Rating Act of 1950, as amended
 

(the Act), United States Civil Service Commission (USCSC) and
 

NASA policy and regulations affecting performance evaluation
 

are discussed at this point.
 

In this chapter, as in other chapters of this paper,
 

the term performance rating refers to the periodic summary
 

ratingof performance which all Government supervisors are
 

required by the Act to make for each of their subordinates.
 

Whereas performance evaluation is used to denote the continuous
 

process that a supervisor goes through in appraising the work
 

of each subordinate. The latter is considered as a part of
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the day-to-day process of planning and establishing work
 

requirements and objectives; communication of these to the
 

employee, review of work progress against established criteria
 

and subsequent planning action as indicated by the review.
 

U. S. Civil Service supervisors subjectto the Federal
 

Merit System are called upon to 
make periodic summary performance
 

evaluation judgments for 
a number of different purposes besides
 

the annual performance rati'ng. Specifically, KSC and other
 

Government supervisors are required to make assessments of
 

their empiloyees'performance in the following cases: (l) ninety
 

days after an 
employee is first appointed to or is reassigned

to a new 
position to determine if placement is satisfactory;
 

(2) ten months after an initial appoin'tment to recommend if an
 

employee shall be retai-ned or separated from the Servi'ce;
 

(3) at 
the time an employee is eligible for a within-orade
 

step increase in order to certify that 
his performance is or
 

is not at an "acceptable level- of competence"; (4) to support
 

various awards such as "Quality Step Increases" for high
 

quality performance and "-Sustained Superior Performance
 

Awards" for superior performance, (5) as required by merit
 

promotion plan regulations in connection with an 
employee's
 

application under 
a promotion announcement; and (6) o serve
 

as the basis for adverse personnel action proposed for reasons
 

of inefficiency in job performance.
 

These evaluations range in complexity from a simple
 

certification in the case of the 
ten-month appraisal and
 

within-grade step determination to a-very specific and detailed
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statement of factual reasons as is required by law .and
 

regulation in adverse actions. The "ninety-day follow-up" on
 

performance and the merit promotion evaluation consist essentially
 

of a factor checklist and provide for a narrative statement
 

as well. Awards such as the "Quality Step-increase" and
 

"Sustained Superior Performance" require a comparative statement
 

detailing how performance has exceeded job requirements.
 

The above serves to ma'ke the poi'nt that performance
 

evaluation is directed to many purposes in the government.
 

HoWever, the major concern in this paper is with the effects
 

of performance evaluation structured as a continuous process
 

in the supervisor/subordinate work relationship. The following
 

section on the Performance Rating Act depicts its effects In
 

this.re.l]ationshi-p.
 

The Performance Rating Act of 1950, as Amended
 

The literature on performance evaluation i.ndicates
 

federal government offices were. s-ome of the first users of
 

performance rating techniques in the United States beginning
 

around 1850. Several different laws and amendments to laws
 

concerning performance rating were passed during the span of
 

years since rating was first employed. In 1950, the most
 

recent change, the Performance Rating Act, was enacted. The
 

Act was intended to rectify some of the ills that had beset
 

performance rating prior to the time of its enactment.
 

Selected sections of the Act are quoted below to indicate
 

its intentions and "scope. Section three states the purpose
 

of required rating plans:
 



Sor the purpose of recognizing the merits
 
of officers and employees, and their contributions
 
to efficiency and economy i.n the Federal service,
 
each department shall estabflsh.and use one or
 
more performance-rating plans for evaluating the
 
work performance of such officers and employees. 2
 

And 	Section 5 elaborates:
 

Performance-rating plans required by this Act shall
 
be as simple as possible, and each such plan shall
 
provide
 

(1) -that proper performance requirements be
 
made known to all officers and employees;
 

(2Y 	that per'formance be fairly appraised in
 
relation to such requirements;
 

(3) for the use of appraisals to improve the
 
effectiveness of employee performance;
 

(4) for strengthening supervisor-employee
 
relationshi'ps; and
 

(5) that each officer and employee be kept
 
currently advised of his -performance and
 
promptl notified of his performance
 
.rating.
 

Sect.ion 6 of the Act specifies the ratings to be used:
 

Each performance-rating plan shall provide for
 
ratings representing at least (1) satisfactory
 
performance, corresponding to an efficiency rating
 
of "g6od" under the Veteran's Preference Act of
 
1944, as amended, and under laws superseded by
 
this Act; (2) unsatisfactory performance, which shall
 
serve as a basis for removal from the position in
 
which such un-satisfactory performance was rendered;
 
and (3) outstanding-performance, which shall be
 
accorded only when all aspects of performance not
 
only exceed normal requirements but are, outstanding
 
and deserve special commendation. No offi'cer or
 
employee shall be rated unsatisfactory without a
 
ninety-day prior warning and a reasonabl% opportunity
 
to demonstrate satisfactory performance.
 

'Section 7 of the Act provides for an impartial review of
 

a performance rating to be made by a department on request
 

and 	written appeal to a board of, review, including the rlght
 

to a nearing and a decision on the merits of the appealed
 

rating.
 

Under Section 8 of the Act, the USCSC is authorized to
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issue such regulations as may be necessary for the administration
 

of the Act. They are also charged with the responsibility
 

to inspect the' administration of departmental performance,
 

rating plans to determine compliance with the Act. In
 

conjunction with this, the USC'SC is authorized to revoke its
 

approval of a plan not meeting the requirements of the Act
 

and to prescribe a plan for use by the department.
 

United States Civil Service 'Commission
 

In addition to its own experiences-with performance
 

rating accumulated over the years, the USCSC has the
 

recommendations.of two Hoover Commissions to consider. These
 

recommendations suggested a posLtive use of performance
 

information in develop-i.ng employee-performance and Iimiting of
 

the use of this kind of information for other purpose.s.
 

O. Glen Stahl, former Director of Policies and Standards for
 

the USCSC, writes that the first Hoover Commission,
 

urged that 'ability and service records' be
 
used on-ly for supervisory-employee conference,
 
with a view to developing employee performance,
 
and not.t govern salary increases, layoffs, or
 
-dismissals. The second Hoover Commission fo-llowed
 
this up with further urging that only exceptional
 
performance--the kind demonstrating promotion
 
potential, misplacement, meritorious recognition,
 
or need for dismissal--be formally reported, with the
 
.appraisal and motivation of the mass of employees
 
left to the day-to-day supervisor-employee relation
ship. A rating system 'should not be an end in
 
Vtsel f.'

5
 

The USCSC has not been successful in its efforts to
 

change the Act as documented by Dr. Husain Mustafa in an
 

6
informative articlein the Civil Service Journal. He states
 

that the USCSC is not happy with the-Act and has not been
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since it was first passed. Mustafa found that, "much disenchant

ment with the Federal rating system is traceable to the
 

restrictive features of the Act and the meaningless requirements
 

that it imposes." The "restrictive features and meaningless
 

requirements" of which he speaks include: the provisions
 

that agency plans include certain required features and be
 

approved in advance by the USCSC; the mandatory use of adjective
 

summary rattngs; and elaborate appeal procedures provided by
 

the Act. Mustafa cites the administrative complications of
 

assigning an "unsatisfactory" rating plus the possibility of
 

a reversal through-the appeal process as reasons why this
 

rating is little used. The requirement that all aspects of
 

an employee's performance must be outstanding for an
 

"outstanding" rating limits greatly the 
use of this category.
 

As a result of these kinds of rigidities, almost all employees
 

are rated in the satisfactory category. 7
 

The attitude of government supervisors toward the rating 

system imposed by the Act is rather clearly expressed in a 

USCSC press release. 1n connection with its efforts to get 

Congress to abolish the Act's requirements for adjective 

summary ratings and USCSC approval of agency plans, the USCSC 

released a statement in 1959 which referred to the Act as 

the " . . widely criticised law that has resulted in 97% 

to 99% of all employees being rated satisfactory . . 8 

Furthermore, this comment by- a USCSC representative while 

testifying before a Congressional committee in 1960 fairly 

well sums up the attitude of the Commission toward summary 
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ratings,.
 

performance ratings are not notably effective
 
in improving the quality of employee performance
 
on the job; they are not effective aids to deciding
 
personnel actions on the basis of merit; and they
 
are often dismissed by employees, supervisors, and
 
management people as mere red tape.
 

In 1960, the USCSC proposed a bill to Congress which
 

would provide-agencies more flexibility in developing their
 

own evaluation systems. It incorporated recommendations,
 

(1) Abolishing adjective summary ratings that
 
represent flixed rating levels,
 

(2) Untangling performance evaluation from adverse
 
personnel actions, 

(3)-Abblishino statutory boards of review in favor 
of an impartial agency review, and 10 

O
(4) Dropping advance Commission review of plans.-

These efforts -to change the Act were not successful. Mustafa 

attributes this failure to a combination of reasons, some 

political, i.e., appeal--would create a "legislative vacuum" 

and employee union opposition, and some practical, i.e., more 

behavioral research is needed to confidently back up proposals 

for change. According to Mustafa, these circumstances have 

contributed to a '. . . shift in Commission strategy from 

an all-out effort in favor of appeal, to 'living with the Act'
 

and promoting increased flexibility within the existing legal
 

framework."1 '
 

Several personnel developments are credited by Mustafa 

with having an even more significant -effect on the USCSC's 

attitude toward the Act. He says these developments have 

". .. enabled agencies to deal with employee performance 

effectively without being handicapped by the restrictive 

features of the Performance Rating Act." 1 2 The availability 
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of the following tools has supposedly relieved some of the
 

restrictions of the Actf .the award provisions of the Incentive
 

Awards Act of 1954, the "quality step increase" and "acceptable
 

level of competence" provisions of the Salary Reform Act of
 

1962 and use of the regular adverse action procedures in lieu
 

of the "unsatisfactory" rating to discharge incompetent
 

employees. Incentive awards have been used by agencies
 

instead of the "outstanding" rating causing it to lose much
 

of its significance. The "quality step increase" and "acceptable
 

level of competence" provisions as construed by Mustafa, have
 

added,. . . a new category . . . near each end of the 

performance continuum." "There is no question that this 

b.roadening of the performance scale permits clearer distinctions 

and has great merit in terms of motivation and reward." Also
 

performance evaluation has been untangled from adverse personne
 

action as a result of court action and USCSC advice to the
 

agencies -to use adverse action procedures..In lieu of the
 

"unsatisfactory" rating route to discharge incompetents. 13
 

An introductory comment to Mustafa's article s.tates that
 

he is perhaps more generous to Federal personnel institutions
 

than they deserve, and this appears to be the case. A
 

patchwork of.various provisions pulled in from here and there
 

can hardly serve as an intelligible guide to performance
 

rating in the Federal service. An example of the insufficiency
 

of his position can be cited from the KSC experience with the
 

"acceptable level of competence"'provisions which are said
 

*by Mustafa to broaden theperformance scale. Appeal prccedures
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were added to this "tool" within several-years of its
 

implementation. These expanded appeal procedures effectlvely
 

placed a determination of "nonacceptable level of competence"
 

in the same cumbersome category with the "unsatisfactory"
 

rating. as far as appeal levels are concerned. In the writer's
 

opinion, this significantly reduced its usefulness to
 

supervisors. R&D supervisors are even more reluctant than
 

other supervisors when it coma to "red tape."
 

.Dr. Mustafa indicates that the Commission's recognition
 

of the limitations of the concept of an all-embracing appraisal
 

system to serve the differing requirements of promotability,
 

employee development and improvement in employee-supervisor
 

relations is reshaping its attitude toward performance rating
 

and discussions. Research in moti'vation and h6man relations
 

and some of the newer methods such as problem-solving approaches,
 

mutual goal-setting and employee self-rating are having a
 

growing infl-uence on Commission.thinking. According to
 

Mustafa, ". . . the emerging trend in performance evaluation
 

is to 'depersonalize' appraisal by freeing supervisors from 

the burden of evaluating employees as individuals." Thts 

approach calls for the evaluator to review products, processes, 

roles and progress toward objectives consistent with ', . . a 

growing awareness that attempts to measure and evaluate 

character and personality traits are more difficult and less 

meaningful .than efforts to measure aspects of job performance.''14 

In its implementing instructions to agencies, the 

Commission- attempts to- convey-the message that there-is more 
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to'performance appraisal than the-annual assignment of a
 

summary rating. Its instruction makes the distinction this way:
 

The performance rating, itself, is the supervisor's
 
periodic, official summary of his evaluation of an
 
employee's performance. But performance evaluation
 
is not a periodic process; it is the sy'ervisor's
 
continuing, day-to-day responsibility.
 

Otherwise, its instruction adds little new substance to the
 

Performance Rating Act requirements. It does spell out the
 

detailed procedures needed to implement performance rating
 

plans consistent with law and offers some guides fnr establishing
 

effective performance evaluation programs.
 

In summary, and as indicated above by Mustafa, the USCSC
 

has apparently adopted an approach of "living with the Act"
 

and promoting increased flexibility with.in the existing
 

legal framework. This course of action may have been the only
 

reasonable one the USCSC could take in the face of. a Congress
 

unwilling to change the law, but it has not really helped the
 

supervisor in the field who is still required to comply with
 

the provisions of the law. 16 The thrust of this thesis is
 

in the direction recommended by the second Hoover Commission,
 

i.'e., appraisal and motivation bf the mass of empl'oyees
 

throu'gh the day-to-day supervisor-employee relationship. The
 

Hoover Commission's recommendation that only exceptional
 

performance (good or poor) be formally reported is also
 

compatible with the proposition of this thesis.
 

National Aeronautics and Space Administration
 

Rayburn Metcalfe-indicates in a staff paper he prepared
 

on performance appraisal in NASA that performance evaluation
 



receivedilitt-e emphasis as a program in the first few years
 

17  
of the Agency's existence. In these early years, the
 

component elements of the Agency were small enough that
 

individuals making outstanding contributions were well known
 

and recognized for their particular competence. Incentive
 

awards were little used and there was no requirement that
 

standard appraisals be made when an award was proposed. Each
 

NASA installation hdd its ownrmethod for evaluating its
 

employees for promotion. The legal requirements of the
 

Performance Rating Act of 1950 were mini-mally satisfied by
 

the Agency performance rating plan which provided that
 

employees be issued pre-printed notices indicating that their
 

performance was satisfactory. *Metcal.fe states that "'Outstandi
 

or 'Unsatisfactory' ratings were seldom it ever assigned, and
 

only then when a supervisor violently objected to the issue
 

of the satisfactory cards and went to a great deal of trouble
 

to justify one of the other ratings.'to18
 

In 1962, at the'suggestion of the Administrator, the
 

NASA Director of Personnel initiated a project to develop an
 

improved agency-wide performance appraisal program. This
 

program was to provide a system for measuring performance and
 

a plan to assist and guide supervisors in developing and
 

improving the performance of their employees. The underlying
 

assumptions of this project were:
 

1. 	That a performance appraisal instrument (or
 
group of instruments) could be developed that
 
would producereasonably valid and reliable
 
measures of employee performance.
 

2. 	That a single performance appraisal and reporting
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system could be developed that would satisfy
 
all performance evaluation needs as well as
 
external legal, and regulatory requirements;,
 
and
 

3. -That such a yniform system could be implemented"
 
agency-wide. 9
 

A plan was developed over a-period of some fifteen months.
 

Comments were obtained through visits to-several NASA field
 

installations. However, the concerns of the specialists who
 

prepared the proposed plan were confirmed when the concensis
 

of opinion from the field was that the plan should not be
 

implemented. The mos-t consistent objections to the proposed
 

plan were:
 

1. 	The detail and complication of the reporting system;
 
2. 	The formal nature of required appraisals and
 

d.iscussions;
 
3. 	The inflexibility or inapproprciateness of
 

mandatory repo,rting forms; and
 
4. 	Deriving numerical scores from performang
 

reports for summary evaluation purposes.
 

A decision was made by NASA not to implement the proposed
 

system. Subsequently the Agency sought and obtilned USCSC
 

approval for a revised NASA Performance Rating Plan to replace
 

the 	one on file with them at that time. The revised plan,
 

as approved,.provided additional flexibility to NASA field
 

installations. The more important new features Incorporated
 

in the plan are: (1) authority is delegated to the installations
 

.tb-develop their own plans within the broad guidelines of the
 

agencyplan; (2) appraisal'instruments and techniques are
 

optional; (3) the importance of holding frequent informal
 

superior-subordinaie discussions concerning position requirements
 

and 	work objectives is'stressed, in addition to the required
 

annual performance review, as indicated in this excerpt from
 



the plan:
 

In addition to the required discussion of performance
 
ratings, supervisors are to have frequento less.
 
formal discussions with their employees throughout
 
the rating period as a part of their normal work
 
planning and evaluation. It is at these times that
 
supervisors are to make sure that their employees
 
understand their duties and responsibilities and
 
are fully aware of the work objectives and what
 
is expected of them. These discussions are not to
 
be handled as a perfunctory obligation. They
 
should be a genuine effort to increase employee
 
effectiveness through improved communications and
 
relations. 2 1
 

NASA installations were free to devise or adapt appraisal
 

methods appropriate to their local needs so long as they
 

stayed within the broad guidelines of the Agency plan.
 

Management officials indicated to NASA Personnel Division
 

representatives, when the revised plan yas implemented in
 

1965, they were pleased with its broader flexibility though
 

22
 
they were not.satisfied with all current practices.


The Agency's position as expressed in this plan was sound
 

and reflective of the mood of its field installations at the
 

time. Jobs were getting done and schedules were being met or
 

slipped for good reason.- NASA's work force was a comparatively
 

young and highly motivated one, Mission objectives were clear
 

(especially for the moon-bound Manned Space Flight effort),
 

opportunities for individual growth were plentiful and a word
 

of appreciation for a job well done was usually sufficient.
 

However, depending upon one's point of view, all was
 

not necessarily well in the installations' implementation of
 

the NASA plan and their own sub plans. As noted by Metcalfe
 

in 1966, there was a continuing need for more effective
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guidance for Agency managers to improve work communications
 

and appraisal techniques. 2 3 This assessment was based on
 

supervisory and employee opinions expressed during personnel
 

program reviews.
 

It should be emphasized at this point that the several
 

innovations which NASA incorporated in its revised performance
 

plan were approved by the USCSC. This response by the Commis

sion can be taken as evidence of its interest in providing
 

agencies greater freedom to experiment in the adaptation of
 

performance evaluation techniques to the requirements of local
 

activities. However, the initiative came from the Agency.
 

Metcalfe cites a number of guides for NASA future program
 

activities involving performance appraisal. Three of these
 

are quoted to show the direction of the Agency Personnel
 

Division's thinking on performance evaluation:
 

1. 	To encourage the clear definition of appraisals
 
in terms of specific objectives, and the use of
 
methods and techniques most appropriate for each.
 

2. 	To place primary emphasis on efforts to increase
 
individual and group effectiveness through improved
 
performance and work communications, rather than
 
appraisal per se;


3. 	 To stimulate the development of appropriate 
appraisal and performance improvement met %ds at 
the lowest organizational level possible;, 

The Performance Rating Act of 1950, as amended, clearly 

serves to create restrictions and iLnflexibilities in the 

government- performance rating process' The narrow view of 

performance evaluation prevalent in the Federal service may 

very well have some of its roots in the restraining regulatory
 

provisions of the Performance Rating Act of 1950. The USCSC
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has attempted to obtain more flexibility for the agencies to
 

establish performance plans more suited to local needs.
 

Congress declined to change the law in 1960, apparently for
 

political reasons and due in some measure to the inability
 

of the USCSC to make a good case for a new approach. Making 

a good case will -be difficult without more and better research 

in behavioral science.-

NASA has had its own trials and tribulations with
 

performance rating and evaluation. Some false starts at
 

attempoting to develop a "cure all" system of performance
 

evaluation to serve all purposes have been rejected by the
 

Agency, The current Agency plan represents the results of
 

N.ASA's experience and provides as much flexibility to Agency
 

field centers as NASA could find in the Act and USCSC regula

tions.
 

The second Hoover Commission was concerned that the
 

"rating system should not be an end in itself," but pern rmance
 

rating still colors very strongly the idea of performance
 

evaluation in the Government and the Agency. NASA-is making
 

som& progress in moving from emphasis on appraisal per se to
 

emphasis on improved performance .and work communications
 

within the constraints of existing law and regulation.
 

Performance Evaluation in the Hanned Space Flight Centers
 

This section begins with a brief summary of the functions
 

of the Office of Manned Space Flight (OMSF) field centers.
 

It then comments on the R&D work situation as this has
 

implications for the supervisor. Relevant features of the
 



center performance evaluation plans are reviewed, and, lastly,
 

the situation is critiqued from the standpoint of possible
 

application of the integrated process approach to employee
 

evaluation in the NASA, OMSF field centers.
 

The Manned Space Flight Field-Centers
 

The three NASA field installations of the Office of
 

Manned Space Flight are: the John F. Kennedy Space Center,
 

the Marshall Space Flight Ce'nter an-d the Manned Spacecraft
 

Center. Their roles in the manned space flight. effort
 

complement each other and together, it can be said, they are
 

the team which, along with certain headquarters elements of
 

NASA, plans, designs, and carries ou-t our man'ned missions in
 

space, More specifically, the Marshall Center.is responsible for
 

the design, manufacture, and ground test of the launch vehicle.
 

The Manned Spacecraft Center is charged with responsibility
 

for the design, manufacture, and test of the spicecraft,
 

astronaut training,- and mission control. The Kennedy Space
 

Center is responsible for the design, manufacture and test of
 

launch equipment, and the assembly, pre-fl-ight checkout, test,
 

and launch of space vehicles (integrated spacecraft and launch
 

vehicle). These are generally the missions of the three centers
 

and are precise enough for the purposes of this paper.
 

Each manned mission is highly complex and requires the
 

participation and support of hundreds of contractors employing
 

thousands of personnel. All of these centers evolved by
 

design into technical management functions, as the major'Apollo
 

lunar mission was prepared, beginning in the early'iS 6 O's.
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Although each center continues a certain amount of "In-house"
 

design and development (and some research), the primary effort
 

is the planning, direction, coordination, revtew,and evaluation
 

of contracted functions.
 

The Work Situation
 

From the brief description given of the functions of the
 

$anned Space Flight Centers, it can be seen that their activities
 

are highly complex and require demanding technical coordination
 

25 
mechanisms. Albert P. Siepert, former Deputy Director of
 

the Kennedy Space Center, succintly expresses the need for

management control in -the development organization.
 

In a basic research organization, the direction
 
of an individual scientist becomes a delicate and
 
personal thing. The casual contacts i-iith his
 
chief - who presumably has equal or superior
 
technical qualifications to understand and appraise
 
his work - will determine the extent to which
 
the 'control' is exercised as a loose or relatively
 
tight rein.
 

The situation changes a bit where development
 
rather than basic research, is the predominant
 
creative function. Only as an organization takes
 
on the coloration of a development enterpri§e does
 
the opportunity and the requirement for topside

managerial direction become evident. Here there
 
arise factors of funding, scheduling and hardware
 
performance criteria. These involve many operating
 
ilements within the organization. Management
 
controls become necessary to integrate a complicated
 
proje and keep each part in phase with everything
 
else.
 

James E. Webb, Administrator of NASA during the stress

laden period leading upto the successful Apollo moon landing,
 

assesses some of the implications of the NASA type of R&D
 

activity for supervision in the following passage from his
 

book:
 



In the large-scale endeavor we must have the
 
orderliness and stability necessary for precision
 
and continuity in operations. We cannot have
 
key executives going off in directions of their
 
own choorsing and making their own rules as they
 
go. On the other hand, we must have work habits
 
and procedures that will foster innovation, for
 
without innovation we cannot possibly organize
 
to ac29mplish these large, complex and demanding
 
jobs.
 

The organizational requirements for control cited above
 

have an effect on the whole nature of the enterprise. More
 

specifically, in the area of immediate-concern, the supervisor

employee relationship, the leeway for original'ity in project
 

planning is less than that available in the pure or applied
 

research laboratory.. But, the rigorous requirement for
 

coordl'natipn itself presents opportuniti-es for contact and
 

colleague stimulation that is no.t as characteristic of the
 

pure research environment. 2 8 With this picture of the organiza

tional environment in mind, the discussion of the performan.ce
 

evaluation in the NASA field centers is resumed;
 

The Performance Evaluation Plans
 

Performance evaluation plans.formally in effect in the
 

OMSF field centers reflect the requirements of the Performance
 

Ratin'g Act and higher eche-lon policy. 2 9 All three centers
 

have exercised the delegated authority to develop their own
 

plans. None have elected to specify detailed-appralsal
 

procedure requirements for supervisors, but procedures are
 

prescribed for satisfying the annual rating requirement of the
 

Performance Rating Act. Along with providing the steps to be
 

*followed for compliance with the Act, the procedures echo
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the NASA policy st'atement, "in addition to the required discussion

of performance ratings supervisors are to have frequent, less
 

formal discussions with their employees throughout the 
rati'ng
 

period as a part of their normal work planning and evaluation." 3 0
 

The three plans have, in effect, added very little of policy
 

substance to the NASA performance evaluation policy framework
 

and are in fact quite similar implementing instructions.
 

" It is not necessary for the purposes of this study to
 

attempt a detailed comparl-son of.the center procedures since
 

they'are very similar in approach. However, it may be useful
 

to review a few of the procedural steps they require for the
 

purpose of showing the mechanistic orientation.that performance
 

rating takes at the field level.
 

For this purpose, the Kennedy Plan can be taken as
 

typical of the three. 
 The mandatory rating requirement is
 

satisfied through the use of a pre-printed notice which informs
 

the employee that he has been rated satisfactory. Supervisors
 

are reminded-ninety days before the rating anniversary date
 

that they must initiate steps at that time if they pr6pose
 

to rate any of their subordinates other than satisfactory.
 

The plan.itself spells. out the procedure to follow in this
 

eventuality. If the supervisor takes no action upon receipt
 

ofthe notice that annual ratings are due, the personnel office
 

-automatically distributes 
a "Notice of Official Performance
 

Rating" to him for each of his employees. This notice, in
 

the form of a printed IBM card, is issued in conjunction with
 

the annual performance review and discussion which the card
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requires the supervisor to hold with the employee. Several
 

of these centers encourage the supervisor to discuss the
 

rating with the employee by requiring that one copy of the
 

notice be certified by him and the employee, indicating that
 

a performance discussion has been held, and this copy be
 

returned to personnel for record purposes. This constraint
 

was imposed on the supervisor as a reaction to criticism
 

received in a Civil Service Commission personnel program
 

review which indicated that performance rating discussions
 

wprp not being held with some employees.
 

One innovation warrants mentioning. The -Manned Spacecraft
 

Center has used since 1965 an "Employee Performance Appraisal"
 

orm which is prepared in duplicate (employee's copy and
 

supervisor's copy)' when a sati'sfactory rating is assigned.
 

"This form is intended to provide an evaluation of the
 

most important attributes of employees who are assigned
 

"satisfactory ratings."'3 1 Each attribute 
is rated according
 

to one of three possible phrases: A. - Exceeds normal 

requirements, B. -. Meets normaI requiremhents, or C. -Needs
 

improvement. If the "needs improvemeft" rating is chosen for
 

an item, it is to be documented on the reverse of the form.
 

The qualities being rated are defined on the form for rater
 

and employee understanding. Fourteen general qualities are
 

-listed and provision is made for the supervisor to add rating
 

factors which he considers relevant. Space is provided for
 

strong points to be elaborated on as well as areas "where
 

improvement would be most profitable" and for comments.
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The rating plan requires the original of the form be given
 

to the rated employee at the time of the performance discussion
 

and the duplicate copy is for retention by the supervisor.
 

This innovation by the Manned Spacecraft Center is apparently
 

well received by the supervisors of that center, according to
 

an unpublished study which had some impact in revision of
 

the form in 1967.32 The form is intended to serve a fourfold
 

purpose: (l) to permit greater depth and attention to the
 

evaluation of employees in the broad area of "satisfactory";
 

(2) to inform the employee of the extent to which he was,
 

meeting his-supervisor's expectations or work demands; (3) to
 

serve as a topic outline for the confidential interview
 

between the employee and supervisor; and (4) to have a greater
 

3 3
 
impact on the employee's efforts to i.mprove his performance.
 

Supervisory prac-tices training 'sessions are used to
 

convey the requirements and procedures of the performance
 

evaluation plans to new supervisors, and segments regarding
 

performance evaluation are included in refresher 
courses for
 

all supervisors. The information available-on these courses
 

indicates a procedural orientation similar to that included
 

in the performance plans.
 

A general observation on the character of the OMSF field
 

center performance rating programs is that they satisfy the
 

law. With the exception of the Manned Spacecraft Center's
 

use of a performance appraisal guide, there is little evidence
 

of action to go beyond the requirements of the law. This is
 

really not surprising; contacts with a cross-section of
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Government officials confirm that this kind of treatment of
 

the rating process approaches being the rule rather than the
 

exception, especially in technical activities. Scientists
 

and engineers are notorious for their ability to ignore or
 

give only cursory attention to the administrative processes
 

fomented by those "who don't really comprehend what the mission
 

is all about." Their technical orientation generally brings
 

with it a distain for administrative detail and frequently
 

administrators as well. Four pre-requisites for a professional
 

listed by William Kornhouser all center on technical competence. 34
 

Wesley L. Hjornevik indicates that the Manned Spacecraft
 

Center has been guided in its development by several basic
 

principles. It has tried to " . . operate in a manner
 

conducive to both professionalism and the attainment of
 

mission objectives." Three principles applied to this end
 

include: "the matrix organization -..the overlay of programs
 

across functions" necessary for multiple programranagement;
 

decentralization of responsibility to key officials; and
 

.in-house laboratory facilities which prbvide the opportunity
 

for independent research by government scientists. 35  Leslie
 

Sullivan reports that the Manned Spacecraft Center employed
 

the lateral coordination mechanism, described by Likert
 

characteristic of the effective organization, in handling the
 

immense coordination problems of Project Apollo. 3 6
 

These or similar devices have been used to some degree
 

in the other two OMSF field centers while carrying out their
 

-responsibilities for integrating the complexities of Apollo,
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but the details of this-are not known at this time. However,
 

lateral coordination similar to that described by Likert bas
 

been achieved through intercenter boards, panels, and working
 

groups involving the OMSFland other NASA centers.
 

It would appear that these centers, while giving less
 

than first priority treatment to the requirements of admini

strative procedure in personnel performance rating have
 

employed technical management approaches compatible with the
 

concept of a process approach to performance evaluation.
 

Much more needs to be.known about the management activities
 

of the 01SF centers before generalization is possible. However,
 

according to Likert's concept, the ability to function in the
 

lateral coordination configuration is an indication that
 

management attitudes are toward the "participative" end of 
his systams continuum. 3 7 
 If this is the 
case, the climate
 

should be conducive to employee development as well as
 

organizational goal facilitation through a process approach
 

to employee evaluation. This approach may help cope with
 

some of the goal motivation loss that was mentioned in
 

Chapter I.
 

Summary of Program Status 

To summarize, this chapter reviews the legal, policy, and
 

regulatory setting of performance evaluation in the government 

in general and in NASA activities. It shows that NASA has
 

followed a course of granting its field centers a high degree
 

of flexibility in developing performance evaluation plans
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which are required by the law. An examination of the three
 

OMSP center plans reveals that the formal plans themselve's,
 

while satisfying legal and regulatory requirements, go little
 

beyond those requiiements6 However, there are a number of
 

indications that a work-centered approach to evaluation may
 

receive more ready acceptance than a "rating" approach to
 

employee evaluation. -All of the OMSF centers have participated
 

-successfully in an elaborate "lateral coordination" system of
 

informal, intercenter panels, boards, and working groups during
 

the Apollo Project. According to Like-rt, this is some evidence
 

of the capacity to function in a "participative" management
 

configuration. Sullivan finds the Manned Spacecraft Center
 

used the -lateral coordination mechanism fairly extensively
 

to accomplish the difficult task of managing Apollo Spacecraft
 

development and mi-ssi-on planning. This kind of organizational 

flexibility can be viewed as providing the basis for reasonable 

speculation that the OMSF centers provide a climate for a more, 

substantive approach to performance evaluation than the "rating"
 

approach which is only tolerated.
 

The next chapter proposes -some ideas for achieving
 

improved motivtion through performance evaluation as an
 

integrated,-confinuous phase of the work management process.
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CHAPTER V
 

A SYNTHE'SIS OF CONCEPTS AND PRACTICE
 

Chapters II and Ifl reviewed a number of research-based
 

concepts, each of which is considered to have value in assessing
 

the usefulness of performance evaluation practices and more
 

specifically, in helping structure the performance evaluation
 

process as an integrated part of the R&D supervisor's job,
 

This chapter examines these concepts within a standard super

visory pattern of work assignment and review-and also considers
 

additional concepts drawn more directly from performance
 

evaluation studies. The objective of the chapter is to make
 

some suggestions compatible with an integrated performance
 

evaluation process which have some basis in research as well
 

.as practice.
 

An effective supervisor would not think of beginning a
 

project with a review of how well it has gone. In fact, this
 

does not even make sense, when so stated. 'Ironically enough
 

this quite frequently occurs in the traditional approach to
 

performance evaluation. The emphasis on how the employee is
 

progressing comes to the fore when the system says that it i's
 

time for the performance rating. If the supervisor has not
 

put some serious effort into evaluating his employees before
 

this time, he may well avoid the responsibility with a few
 

pleasant words or even worse may slip into irrelevant criticism
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of personality traits which has given the whole process a bad
 

I
 
name,
 

Ratings for administrative purposes are considered by
 

this thesis to be necessary in some form as discussed earlier,
 

2

especially in large organizations. This is not the argument
 

here. The need diagnosed in order to enhance employee
 

motivation throudh the performance evaluation vehicle is to
 

shift the emphasi's from performance evaluation for end-result
 

rating purposes to handling of it as an integrated facet of
 

the supervisor's continuing management functions.
 

Based on the -review of theliterature, comments from
 

personnel practitioners within NASA, and R&D supervisors, it
 

is proposed that the planning and organizing of the work, that
 

the supervisor does well in advance of the evaluation stage,
 

has- not received due attention nor has employee performance
 

review in the daily operational context. These are times when
 

the supervisor can turn the evaluation process into a positive
 

experience that can benefit both the organization and the
 

employee by making us-e of the potent intrinsic motivation
 

potential of work itself. The review is important; it tells
 

both the supervisor and the employee how they have done during
 

a particular period of time or on a particular project.
 

Nevertheless, if it is handled in such a way that it alone is
 

supposed to improve performance or is perceived in this way
 

by the employee, as it appears to be all too often in rating

centered systems, then much of its potential for motivating
 

performance has been missed or misdirected.
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This chapter makes some suggestions concerning how
 

balance can.be established in performance evaluation so that
 

it can help meet organizational requirements and individual
 

needs through focusing on the job, the factor which brings the
 

organization and the employee together and largely determines
 

if -they stay together.
 

Assignment PlanninI and Discussion 5
 

The intent of this section is to take a closer look
 

at the assignment process as a vehicle for enhancing work
 

motivation and to sug.gest ideas for promoting work-centered
 

motivation based on th'e concepts reviewed in Chapters II and
 

III and the practical experience of the writer.
 

The typical R&D supervisor who has the normal mix
 

employees of various ages will have to consider more than
 

economic motivators as an incentive to attain organizatIonal
 

goals and individual satisfaction and motivation to work.- There
 

are several approaches-to this issue. The supervisor may
 

supervise from a philosophy based on democratic values and
 

agree with the behavioralist findings that the job itself
 

affords high levels of intrinsic motivation (see Chapters II
 

and Ill). I'f he does not necessarily see eye-to-eye with the
 

behavioralist-approach, he will very likely need to look for
 

some other ideas if he-wishes to maintain a productive unit.
 

Studies show very clearly that the performance of the typical
 

R&D professional peaks in the age range of forty to fifty and
 

then drops,,". . . but less among inner-motivated scientists 

and those in development labs." In copi'ng-with this drop
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in effectiveness the more authorl.tarian supervisor may resort
 

to the dismissal threat with the older R&D professional Pf he
 

does not produce, but under tie government merit system
 

separations are not easy to accomplish.' Average performance
 

ordinarily assures retention.- Clearly this is a sdrious
 

problem which requires intensive study on a priority basis.
 

Besides supportive behavior on the supervisor's part and
 

efforts. to assure effective interaction among members of the
 

work group, the job itself can provide part of the answer for
 

the R&D supervisor who wishes to do wha-t he can to promote
 

individual and as.a" consequence organizational effectiveness.
 

.The-Work Assignment Process
 

Before considering some steps that the supervisor can
 

take to enhance employee motivation in the work assignment
 

phase of the performance evaluation process; it should be
 

stated they represent a pract'itioner's efforts t-o synthesize
 

some of-the implic-ations of the behavioral research reviewed.
 

with the work flow as it may occur- in the R&D environment.
 

The proposals represent-a bias toward the development side of
 

R&D since that is where the writer's experience lies and it
 

is anticipated that some of the suggestions will be most useful
 

Another introductory comment is also in order. Much
 

more sound data appears to'be direly needed concerning the
 

complex and subtle interaction that takes place between man
 

and.his job. A more favorbble attitude toward trying some of
 

the concepts being tested on the part of those in a position
 

to do so will no doubt be invaluableto progress in developing
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iddas with apparent potential for improving personnel management
 

practices..
 

Position descriptions vs. the _hole job
 

In government R&D work a job comes into being when the
 

supervisor commits his idea of what needs to be done into
 

writing as a position description. This document must first

serve to justify whatever grade level the supervisor seeks for
 

the pos.ition. Position descriptions currently must conform
 

to so many administrative purposes in the government that they
 

may very we]l be of little practical use as a guide to the "
 

uninitiated concerning what is expected of him on the job.
 

If the supervisor is to cultivate the kind of favorable
 

performance evaluation possible, he will need to begin here
 

in the job planning stage. Regardless of position description
 

policy, the employee needs a clear and'direct explanation of
 

what his job is and what kind-of results are expected of him
 

on-the job. The posi'tion description is not intended to and.
 

does not sufficiently do this job.
 

The supervisor who conceives of the job to be done in
 

terms of the resul-ts expected by him as-these relate to the
 

functions of his organization will be prepared to convey to
 

the employee not only what the job is, but where it fits in
 

the scheme of things. This presents the opportunity to the
 

employee to understand his work environment and increases
 

security feelings which help to bal.ance the tensions that
 

.employees feel about their jobs. During the. assignment phase
 

is also the time to clarify role perceptions concerning-which
 



duties are primary in the job.
 

Understanding the employee
 

One of the first responsibilities 0f a supervisor is
 

seeking an understanding of each of his employees. Due to
 

the uniquenes' of individual value systems and perceptions,
 

it is too much to expect that the supervisor will be successful
 

.in acquiring a complete understanding of any employee. Also,
 

the supervisor's own values and perceptions may work counter
 

to his desire to develop greater insight into the needs of
 

his people. However, without a sincere interest and continuous
 

effort in. this area, it- is not likely that the superior will
 

develop and maintain the frame of mind that is essential to
 

creating opportunities for the employee to grow on the job.
 

-Cl-ose listening to what an employee says and observation of
 

his behavior in the work environment can help one get insight
 

into his interests and strengths. These can be taken into
 

consideration in planning his work to make as constructive use
 

of them as is possible within the work situation.
 

-The arguments go both ways concerning how much a super

visor is capable of doing, and in fact will do, on an
 

V'nd-iyidual basis in this area. The advocates of an organiza

tional approach to the problem see the efforts of the individual
 

supervisor as being directly affected by the reward structure
 

of the organization. From an economic standpoint, he must
 

insure that his subordinates are adequate to their present
 

jobs, but few organizations reward supervisors for developing
 

their personnel up and possiblj out of the organization.
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With just so much time and effort available, the.
 
superior will be inclined to do that which enhances
 
his own standing in he organization and ignore
 
that which does not.
 

In -this view, unless the management philosophy of the
 

organization considers employee development on the job an
 

important part of the supervisor's job and rewards him for it,
 

little is likely to take place. This makes good sense, but
 

it seems to'swing the pendulum too far in the direction of the
 

predominance of the orga'ni.zation over people. It gives no
 

relief to the individ.ual supervisor who sees the long run
 

benefits to the employee and the organization of an approach
 

that has an orientation supportive of individual as well as
 

organizational growth
 

The position of this thesis is that unquestionably the
 

attitude of top management and the organization it structures
 

set-limits within which a supervisor functions but placing too
 

much weight on thi-s side of the argument doe,s not give due
 

recogfiition to the higher level needs and values of supervisors
 

themselves. Granted that the nature of the R&D occupation as
 

.compared with more routine work requires different attitudes
 

on the part of the effective professional, which have been
 

defined as being at the higher level, of thed. human need structure

as it isnow conceived, it seems rather inconsistent to say
 

that economic motives prevail once he becomes a supervisor
 

In light of the advancing social values of our society
 
and the disposition of R&D personnel toward self-'reliance ano
 

independence, it seems reasonable to hold to the position that
 

the individual R&D supervisor has and wqill continue to motivate
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development of his employees on the job. As McGregor saw it,
 

change in the direction of greater concern with individual
 

development can and has begun at levels in an organization
 

lower than the toD.
 

Questions from the employee
 

Another factor which is critical to job planning is the
 

opportunity for the employee to question the supervisor
 

concerning any aspect of the job, or assignments made within
 

the context of the job, which he does not understand. This
 

seems very basic, but human nature being what it is', the more
 

retiring employee will hesitate to ask questions unless there
 

is sincere encouragement to do so on the part of the supervisor.
 

There is a natural tendency for the busy supervisor to forget
 

that the employee (especially the new employee) will need to
 

learn many things which have long since.become automatic and
 

therefore taken for granted as being "common sen'se" by-the
 

experienced supervisor. T'he discussion concerning the
 

importance of role perceptions in Chapter III appliies here also.
 

Learning on the job
 

Research on the job climate associated with effective
 

scientists and engineers'confirms the psychologists' position
 

that unless many employees are to become obsolete by occupational
 

changes'calling for new skills, management will have to take
 

positive steps to preserve the "learning attitude."'7 -There
 

are strong indications that this cannot start too-early in
 

the R&D professional's career. The young scientist needs to
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develop specialized knowledge in his first two or three years
 

of work. His current and future effectiveness, however,
 

will be enhanced by assign.ing him secondary work ofless time
 

consuming nature than his primary assignment, causing him to
 

learn a secend and possibly even a third speciality. 8 This
 

same researchsuggests that he may even benefit from a mild
 

exposure to the administrative tasks of the organization. In
 

the interest of organizational effectiveness and the'individual
 

employee's career, individuals and groups can be encouraged
 

to tackle both rese-arch and application problems.
 

It is during the day-to-day work discussions between the
 

supervisor and employee that real job learning can take place.
 

The "threat" of appraisal that can make the formal summary
 

type of appraisal dysfunctional is no.t present, The emphasis
 

can be on the performan'ce results and suggested, steps for
 

improving performance at the-time when the learning opportunity
 

is optimal, i.e., immediatel-y after completion of the task or
 

assignment. 9 The crucial nature of the timeliness of this
 

kind of review as opposed to the annual summary evaluation to
 

development of better performance cannot be overstated and
 

.is a supporting factor to the proposal of this thesis.
 

Experimental findings show that immediate'feedback brings the
 

.best learning results whereas employees become more prone to
 

1 0
in
reject criticisms as these increase numb.er.


Participation in work planning
 

This topic was covered in some detail i-n Chapter "l1 as
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one of the key concepts underlying the p'roposal of this thesEi
 

It is brought in here primarily to place it in an operational
 

context.
 

Meyer, Kay, and French have conducted and reported on
 

rather extensive studies of performance evaluation at the
 

General Electric Flight Propulsion Division. As a result of
 

their studies, they stressed the importance of these findincs
 

which support empl'oyee participation An the work planning
 

process and a 'continuing process of employee evaluation:
 

Rerformance improves the most when specific goals are 
established . 

Coacrhing should be a day-to-day, not a once-a-year, 
a-ctivity.
 

Mutual goal' setting, not criticism improves performance
 
Participation by the employee in the goal-setjjng
 

procedure helps produce favorable results..
 

The employee may have little to contribute in an assignment
 

planning session but conveying the idea that his thoughts are
 

solicited will help initiate anopen-minded approach to his
 

work.
 

The supervisor's task in connection with promoting employee
 

involvement as early as possible in the work planning stage
 

is to critically analyze.the task or project to determine
 

those aspects which appear most conducive to positive contri

bution by the employee. To repeat, this is .a matter of degree
 

in most cases, depending for example on the extent the
 

particular' assignment may have to be completed as a part of
 

and coordinated with a larger task and schedule. At-any rate,
 

in a'discussion preceding the initiation of the projeact the
 

supervisor can engage the performer's judgments concerning
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task accomplishment. The advanced thought the supervtsoV
 

gives the job will prepare him to elicit comments in certain
 

areas of the assignmen't, but of course, this is not intended
 

to limit employee suggestions regarding other assignment
 

elements. It may even be a good idea if time permits, and
 

in fact may be necessary in some cases, to suggest that the
 

employee th-ink further about the assignment and the session
 

be resumed at a later time.
 

Some pure research situations and some development
 

situations will permit a maximum degree of participation,
 

including participation in actual project determination,
 

whereas in many R&D situations the problem is to carry out
 

p.rojects determined at higher levels in the organization.
 

In the latter case, the employee's participation can be focused
 

on how requirements can'best be met within allocated resources.
 

During the assignment formulation stage the supervisor
 

can take steps to insure the employee's continued development
 

on the job by working into the assignment some of the "crea;tive
 

tensions" di'scussedat length in Qhapter III above. For example,
 

he can integrate into the work-assignment the opportunity and,
 

if need be, the requirement for coordination and communication
 

with other professionals and organizational eiements within
 

and outsi.de of the immediate function, especially in the
 

loosely coordinated work situation. This will also Insure
 

the activation of another important stimulant, an awareness on
 

the part of the professional of other professionals' activities.
 

and problems.
1 2
 

interests 


http:problems.12
http:outsi.de


Stretching the man with the job
 

For those researchers or engineers who have not reached
 

the top grade poss ible in their career ladder, a "stretch"
 

may be a useful approach in assignment planning. When an
 

employee seems to have fairly well mastered the level of work
 

appropriate for his grade level, he can be discretely given
 

assignments of greater challenge and complexity normally
 

considered to be higher grade assignments. This is one way
 

to encoura'ge growth and continued learning, so long as the
 

assignments are kept within reasonable bounds, and it -ismade
 

clear to the employee that this, cannot decrease the mandatory
 

time-in-grade promotion requirements of the regulations.
 

This is accepted practice when it is done in the Last few
 

months preceding an employee's eligibility-date for caree-r
 

promotion, but wh-at is being said he-re is it can be.used
 

anytime after the first ninety days of the initial appointment
 

from a competit.ive register. So long as the time element for
 

higher grade work is kept to 20 percent or less of the
 

employee's work time , there is no problem with regulations.
 

Care must be taken that the assignments are not too difficult
 

forthe employee, but handled skillfully this technique may
 

help retain a promising employee who might otherwise be lost
 

to the organization because of unnecessarily rigid adherence
 

to the system. Of course a detail to another position may
 

also serve a useful purposeas well as some job rotation, but
 

if these are to foster devel-opment they must be of sufficient
 

length to provide real learning opportunity.,
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Job perceptions
 

The importance to effective performance of the employee
 

accurately perceiving the pribrities of various elements in
 

his job or assignment was reviewed in Chapter III. It will
 

suffice here to suggest that the supervisor can confirm the
 

accuracy of the employee's perceptions through the "play back"
 

he receives from him in the job discussion process that
 

precedes the initiation of the assignment, In this manner,
 

the prospect of 'a favorable evaluation on an assignment is
 

enhanced since whatever motivation the employee has to perform
 

well can, be channeled most-directly to where it is needed.
 

Performanc'e Standards
 

Regardless of the purpose of the performance evaluation,
 

there needs to be some kind of criteriaaainst which progress
 

can be appraised. This elemen.t of the performance evaluation
 

process is indeed a difficult one, especially for professional
 

and managerial posit'ions where the results of the work effort
 

may be quite intangible and subject to great variation.
 

The Performance Rating Act requires that performance
 

requirements be made kn-own to employees, and that performance
 

be fairly appraised in relation to such requirements. Perform

ance requirements are the responsibility of tne supervisor in
 

the typical Government R&D activity. Civil Service Commission
 

regulations do not require the standard to be in writing except
 

where an official personnel action is proposed which must
 

be supported by written job requirements. In the several
 

Federal R&D activities with which the writer is familiar the
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parent agencies also have a flexible policy on recording of
 

job standards.
 

Management by objectives
 

The old standby performance characteristics of quantity,
 

quality and manner of. performance do not apply readily to the
 

research and development task, which by its nature usually,
 

involves some new variables or new combination of known
 

variables.. George Odiorne who is a supporter of "management
 

by objectives" has this to say about the problem:
 

The major requirement for using industrial
 
engineering techniques to set standards of
 
performance is that there be a beginning and
 
an ending IDthe work cycle or task, and output
 
related to measurable effort. This isn't t'rue
 
of technical and professional work sin.ce we are
 
measuring responsibil-ity and results, not effort,
 
* . . often the cycle in technical, professional, 
managerial, and staff work is such that it never
 
repeats itself; or it.may be a year or _two in length.
 
* . . In view of repeated failures to measure the 
performance of managers on conventional time-study 
or engi-neering-work lines, it is evident that some 
new methods of measuring individual manage ri7
 
and professional performance are called for.
 

Odiorne's prescription for dealing with this problem entails
 

a system of goal-oriented management. The total concept of
 

management by objectives described by Odlorne extends beyond
 

the scope of interest of-this paper since performance appraisal
 

is only a subsystem within his construction. Also, the
 

elements of financial riskand profit seem to be essential
 

ingredients of the larger concept he promotes. Nevertheless,
 

the main emphasis in this concept has direct application to
 

a performance evaluation process which is job-centered rather
 

than trait-centered, At the heart of the objectives system
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is the idea that the individual performance of a manager Is
 

definable in'terms of results measured against goals established
 

for his function. His goals ate established consistent with
 

major organization goals and those of other managers directed
 

toward the same organization goals. There is participation
 

by the manager in goal-setting and decision-making related to
 

his functions.
 

A similar approach can be taken in an organization with
 

respect to in dividual assignments for professional scientist
 

and engineer positions. Although risk and profit are not
 

fa.ctors in the sense that they are in industry, cost and
 

schedule often are. The latter two factors may not apply as
 

directly in pure research situations, but both of them are
 

present in development projects. How well a project engineer
 

or scientist accomplishes assignment goals within cost and
 

schedule (which he has agreed to in the planning stage with
 

his superiors or a larger project team) can be used, and is
 

used, with discretion as one criterion of performance.
 

Results-oriented appraisal
 

The contribution of the objectives concept to the approach
 

proposed in this paper is its focus on goals and results.
 

Centering on goals and results achieved in terms of the goals
 

helps remove some of the subjectivity from evaluation that is
 

always a factor where human judgment is involved. It also
 

precludes too much emphasis on fragmented aspects of employee
 

performance and encourages evaluation in terms of contribution. 14
 

It is easy to -get carried away with ideas for performance
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criteria when there is such a sparsity of sound information
 

available to consider, as in the professional R&D area. In
 

the' pure and applied science areas especially, there appears
 

to be the potential for restrictive performance criteria to
 

create as many administrative problems (and maybe more severe,
 

ones) than they may solve. The factors of control, discipline
 

and standardization are recognized major sources of tension and
 

,conflict between the specialist (scientist) and the generalist
 

(administrator).15  If the objective is to create conditions
 

which are conducive to effective performance, the supe-rvisor
 

(and-his org-anization for that matter) will have to move
 

carefully in this area.
 

Considering the results of some of the studies discussed
 

earirer in thi-s thesis, it is easy to see the possible adverse
 

effects of externally imposed performance standards on the
 

scientist and the motives characterizing high performance
 

(such as self-reliance and frequency of communication)) 6
 

The demotivational effects on performance of critical review
 

in terms of standards in-which the employee has had no say
 

is a major argument made against unilateral management
 

control.17 Attempts to prescribe by standard the way aspects
 

.of the job should be accomplished may not only be dysfunctional
 

inan operational sense, they impinge unnecessarily on a
 

criticaF area of the job which the supervisor can use to
 

develop employee satisfaction, psychological growth and,
 

according to the responses of employe-s themselves, work
 

motivation.18. Quantitative performance measures - whether
 

http:motivation.18
http:control.17
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single, multiple or composite - can have'undesirable conse

quences for organizational and individual performance. Single
 

and-multiple criteria for example may cause faulty role
 

perception in terms of what is really important -in the job.
 

Composite measures which give explicit weighting to the criteria
 

may result in dysfunctional as well as functional psychological
 

reactions.- Ridgway concludes in his revi-ew of performance
 

measures that, "the motivational and behavioral consequences
 

of performance measures are inadequately understood" and
 

"further research in this area is necessary for a better
 

understanding of how behavior may be oriented-toward optimum
 

a complishment of the organization's goals 19
 

Although the results approach helps give direction to
 

performance evaluation, it too can be problematic if no
 

attention is given the method by which the results are
 

achieved. Unless the R&D professional works in a vacuum,
 

which is not very likely', he also gives support to and
 

receives support from fellow employees in the process of
 

accomplishing a project. The employee who gets results by
 

liquidating the other human resourcesand good will of the
 

organization has made a questionable contribution. Likert is
 

concerned about the adverse effects on the organization of the
 

manager who gets ahead at the expense of others and then
 

gets promoted out of the organization before the downturn in
 

production takes pl'ace that he helped bring about. The
 

manager who is not "supportive" in his relationships does
 

not have a place in Likert's system'of the effective
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organization. ZU This concept appears to be applicable for non

supervisors as well as supervisors in an organization that
 

requires effective coordination and interaction to accomplish
 

its goals.
 

The state-of-the-art in performance measures appears to
 

be such that one can get a better idea of what not to do in
 

this area than what to do. This situation helps support the
 

argument that a focus on assignment results and objectives is
 

one of the soundest approaches to the R&D personnel pefformance
 

-at this time. Involving the employee who is to perform the
 

assignment in the planning of it, and in the establishment of
 

some measure of performance to judge work progress, is not
 

only a way of increasi-ng employee "'ego" involvement and self

control. It may alwo improve: the accuracy of the employee's
 

.perception of what is important in the assignment. Another
 

major advantage accrues through employee participation,
 

especially in R&D type of work. The scientist or engineer
 

himself may very well be the most knowledgeable about what
 

kind of progress or results it is reasonable to expect. Thus
 

participation in the assignment planning stage gives greater
 

assurance that a satisfactory rate of performance will be
 

sustained and a degree of success assured.
 

IL would seem to be evident from the lack of literature
 

on the subject of performance criteria for professional
 

positions that those people who should be expected to be
 

concerned in this area have not placed much emphasis on it. The
 

speculation made here is that this is largely because the people
 



who know the most about what true R&D contribution consists of
 

recognize that the standard that make's the difference is the 

one "inside" the researcher or engineer. If this is in fact
 

the case, then the argument for increased participation in
 

assignment planning is further strengthened, Personal
 

aspiration levels are set at a realistic level through a
 

process of participative goal-setting in a nonthreatening
 

context and this works in the interest of individual motivation
 

2 1
 
which in the long run should benefit the organization as well,
 

Assignment Review and Discussion
 

Appraisal Objectives
 

Employee development as the objective
 

-The value of employee participation and of emphasis on
 

job content factors in the performance evaluation process has
 

been pursued throughout this paper. Emphasis has intentionally
 

been placed on the importance of assignment planning to an
 

integrated process of employee evaluation. Review has been cast
 

as a forward looking, continuous process which emphasizes
 

problem-solving in the assignment-context. This attack is
 

quite different from the traditional approach to performance
 

evaluation. The traditional- approach has more concern with
 

the appraisal interview itse-lf as the means of conveying the
 

supervisor's judgments concernin the employee's progress in 

hiswork, which is intended to motivate improved performance.
 

The multiple ends sought in the traditional performance
 

rating session have been found to be in conflict with each
 

other. For example, a performance review discussion which
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emphasizes promotion status and prospects may motivate a
 

continuing high level of performance on the part of the employee
 

who receives a favorable review. Research studies indlcate,
 

however, that defens-ive reactions which are activated by an
 

unfavorable' performance review interfere with the intended
 

motivational effects of the discussion. This has caused some
 

authorities on the subject to recommend a splitting of the
 

appraisal discussion for promotion purposes away from the
 

review intefided to maintain or increase performance on the
 

-jqb.2 2  Other experimental work points to-the-origins of some .
 

of the unanticipated res-ults -in the performance discussion. and
 

makes some suggestions which may be helpful to the supervisor
 

seeking to increase employee motivation through the review
 

process *23
 

Maier delinea-tes three types of pe'rformance" apprai-sal
 

interviews each having different objectives (see Table 2).
 

The intervi.ew approach which he describes as the ".Problem

.Solving" type appears to be useful to the supervisor in the
 

review phase of the performance evaluation as proposed in
 

this thesis. The compatibility of the "Problem-Solving"
 

approach objective with the approach to performance improvement
 

proposed herein is clear, i,e., to stimulate the growth and
 

development of the employee through a focus on work. The
 

studies reviewed, in Chapter I I and III stress the importance
 

of the need for continued growth and development on the job
 

if the employee is to continue to be motivated toward desired
 

personal as well as larger organizational goals. The
 

http:intervi.ew
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TABLE 2.--Cause and Effect Relations in Three Types of Appraisal
 
a
Interviews


Method TELL AND SELL TELL AND LISTEN PROBLEM SOLVING
 
Role of
 

Interviewer JUDGE JUDGE HELPER
 
Objective To communicate To communicate To stimulate
 

evaluation evaluation growth and
 
To persuade To release development
 
employee to defensive in employee
 
improve feelings
 

Assumptions Employee desires People will change Growth can occur
 
to correct if defensive without correct
weaknesses .if feelings are ing faults
 
he knows them removed Discussing job
 

Any person can problems- leads
 
Improve if he to improved
 
so chooses p&rformance
 

A 	superior is
 
qualif'ied to
 
evaluate a
 
subordinate
 

Reactions Defensive be- Defensive behav- Problem solving
 
havior sup- ior expressed behavior
 
pressed Employee feels
 

A-ttempts to accepted
 
cover hostility
 

Skills Salesmanship Listening and Listening and
 
Patience reflecting reflecting
 

feelings feelings
 
Summarizing Reflecting ideas
 

Using exploratory
 
questions
 

Summarizing
 
.Attitude People profit One can respect Discussion
 

from criti- the feelings of develops new
 
cism and . others if one ideas and
 
appreciate un-de'rstands mutual interests
 
help them
 

Motivation Use of positive Resistance to Increased freedom
 
or negative change reduced Increased respon
incentives or Positive incen- sibility
 
both tive , (Intrinsic motiva

(Extrinsic in - (Extrinsic and tion in that
 
that motiva- some intrinsic interest is
 
tion is added motivation) inherent in the
 
to the job 	 task)
 
itself)
 

aFrom Norman R. F-. Maier, "Three Types of Appraisal
 

Interview"[ in Thomas L. Whisler and Shirley F. Harper (eds),
 
Performance Appraisal (New York: Holt,.Rinehart and Winston,
 
196 2 ),.pp. 402-403.
 



TABLE 2 (continued) 

Method TELL AND SELL TELL AND LISTEN 
Role of 

Interviewer JUDGE JUDGE 
.Gains Success most Develops favor-

probable when able attitude 
employee re- to superior 
spects inter- which increases 
viewer probability of 

success 
Risks Loss of loyalty Need for change 

Inhibition of may not be 
independent developed 
judgment 

Face-saving 
problems 
created 

Values Perpetuates Permits inter-
existing viewer to 
practices change his 
and values views in the 

light of 
employee's 
responses 

Some upward cm
munication 

PROBLEM SOLVING
 

HELPER
 
Almost assured
 

of improvement
 
in some respect
 

Employee may
 
lack ideas
 

Change may be
 
othei than what
 
superior had in
 
mind
 

Both learn since 
experience and
 
views are
 
pooled
 

Change is
 
facilitated
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"Problem-Solving" approach assumes that discussing job problems
 

leads to improved performance. Instead of functioning as a
 

judge, the supervi'sor using this approach is cast in the role
 

of a helper. In addition to the skills of listening and
 

reflecting feelings and ideas, the supervisor uses exploratory
 

questions and summarizes the discussion. Skillful questioning
 

can be used to stimulate the subordinate to evaluate his ideas
 

and plans and to draw attention to areas that the employee may
 

have overlooked. Summaries and pauses are.recommended by
 

,Maier to allow the employee to explore and evaluate withdut
 

feelingthe pressure of time. This kind of discussion can
 

develop new ideas and.mutual interests. Another element that
 

makes the "Problem-Solving" approach distinctive is its reliance
 

on the motivation inherent in the task. Although change is
 

facilitated by this type discussion, there is some risk inherent
 

in the nondirective approach in that the change may sometimes
 

be in a direction other than what the supervisor had in mind.
 

The gain-of improvement is not without some cost so the
 

supervisor must weigh the benefit-against the possible cost.
 

Maier suggests that some employees may not respond to this
 

app-roach, andcthis may necessitate use of one of the other
 

types of interview technique.24
 

Other advantages of the "Problem-Solving" interview
 

approach which are desirable include stimulation of upward
 

communications and:
 

In addition, it creates a climate for high quality
 
decisions and changes since it pools the thinking
 
of two people who have supplementary e-xperiences.
 

http:technique.24
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Resistance to change is a common obstacle to progress 
but this approach imoves sources of resistance and 
stimulates change. 

This type of review is most effective when it is employed 

period-ically as major aspects of assignments or full projects 

are completed. At that time, problems encountered on the last 

assignment and solutions developed may be a useful beginning 

point for mutual assignment definition and goal planning with 

respect to subsequent project phases or new assignments. 

There are no pat answers for the supervisor here any 

more than there are in the work planning and assignment phases. 

The supervisor will have to assess his own personnel, work 

situation, and organizational environment and make his own 

judgment as to which approach to use (be it one of the three 

identified by Mater, some combination- of these, or something

altogether different). - His own personality and those of 

his employees are of course also factors of some weight in this 

determination. For the supervisor's style-to be believable, 

it must be consistent. Inconsistency between what he says 

and what he conveys through gesture, intonation, expression, 

and even omission gives concern to his subordinates and can 

them to wonder where they really stand with him.26 cause 


k final word on performance evaluation aimed at employee
 

development. This thesis concentrates on employee development
 

through the job. It does not attempt to delve into employee
 

development in a formal or classroom situation. However, the
 

approach to performance evaluation taken herein can readily
 

-lead into employee development beyond the job environment.
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.The problem-solving atmosphere of the performance review can
 

bring the supervisor as well as" the employee to see the need 

for strengthening capability through additional training which 

it may not be feasible to give on the job. 

Performance rating as the objective
 

Since performance rating is a requirement in the Government
 

Service, it must be accomplished, There is some flexibility
 

in how it can be done, however, within which one can meet the
 

requirement without causing it to become a demotivational
 

experience.
 

A supervisor who has taken steps to make performance
 

evaluation a meaningful part of his daily activities need not
 

resort to di'scussion of character traits or generalities in
 

the year-end rating discussion. He should be in the solid
 

position'of reviewing the year's activities on the basis of
 

the mutually established work goals and accompli'shments in
 

terms of these, if he chooses to. If he wants to keep the
 

summary rating process to a very minimum, it would be consistent
 

with'the approach he has followed all year to simply inform
 

.the employee of his rati-ng and explain that it is based on his
 

progress in reaching goals established during the year (which
 

should be known to both supervisor and employee). The session
 

can also be used to afford the employee an opportunity to
 

raise questions about personal or work matters which he may
 

have been reluctant to raise at other times. One management
 

consultant put it very well when he said that "successful
 

communication of appraisal resilts depends more on mutual
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respect and trust than on technique."2 7 It would probably be
 

better not to have to go through this pro forma ritual at all,
 

but until the requirement that the summary rating be discussed
 

is changed, a-low key approach should pose no major p.roblems
 

to the supervisor who does not mix in other conflicting
 

object'ives and is prepared to be objective, sincere, fair, and
 

influenceable-by the employee. 2 8  In this way, whatever threat
 

an employee may have a tendency to feel can be reduced.
 

"Employees will weigh our words in light of what they know
 

about us.," so long as the'reviewer.is himselfi 29  Listening
 

is also a key factor in the performance discussion as shown
 

in Table 2 above.
 

In passing, it may be of ise to the 'supervisor who is
 

required to en-gage in a more detai'I-ed summary discussion of
 

performance to be aware of some of the "stumbling blocks" to
 

motivation under the-objective appraisal approach to rating.
 

The "problem of net effect"--averaging of an employee's good
 

and bad performance in a given skill area can cause problems.
 

For example, in the communications area, a supe-rvisor may be 

a good listener resulting in high morale in his group1 but 

poor oral and written communications may cause him to receive 

only a fair rating in communications which he considers unjust
 

since morale is stressed as an important factor by the
 

organization. "The problem of futility"--is brought about
 

by-rating systems which require "fruitless flagging" of all
 

deficiencies. "Equal billing of trivia"--occurs when an
 

unsatisfactory rating is given to a relatively unimportant
 

http:the'reviewer.is
http:employee.28
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skill, causing it to stand out just as boldly as a high rating
 

applied to an important area. "Loss in translation"--identifies
 

the difficulty an employee faces in interpreting rati'ngs in
 

terms of future opportunities with respect to jobs other than
 

the particular one on which he was rated. Frohlich concludes
 

in light of these that objective measurement should be an
 

unpublicized tool of management used in the administration of
 

salaries and the. promotion policy. His recommendation has
 

considerable merit when applied to an organization which seeks
 

to.emphasize employee improvement in the apprhisal process,
 

and it also has application in the area of career promotions
 

in the Federal Service.30
 

The information on employee progres-s which the supervisor
 

accrues in the course of a year should serve him well when
 

the.time comes for his promotion recommendations to be
 

submitted to whatever formal review process is established for
 

this purpose in the activity. Notes made on significant
 

progress during the year will be useful at this time. Also,
 

the same holds true for the poor performer. 'That is, the
 

>close attention given performance will reinforce whatever
 

management action i.s deemed necessary in this case.
 

Summaryof Comments
 

This chapter seeks to operationalize some of the concepts
 

discussed in Chapters -II and III considering the Government
 

R&D environment. The concepts are brought into the context 

of the work management process in-a way that it is anticipated 

will be most meaningful to the supervisor. 'First,- some 

http:Service.30


suggestions are offered that apply in the work planning and
 

assi'gnment end of the work management cycle. Major emphasis
 

Is given the need for a far-sighted performance evaluati-on
 

process to begin with assignment formulation as opposed to the
 

emphasis placed on the appraisal interview by more conventional
 

approaches. It is suggested that the-employee be involved by
 

the supervisor in initial assignment planning and on a daily
 

ba'sl's i'n thoe decisions whi-ch affect him and his work, A
 

greater effort at understanding each employee is called for
 

and is considered essential to a supervisor's-efforts to build
 

development opportunity into the employee's assignments. The
 

clear advantage of frequent performance discussions to employee
 

learn-ing is pointed out. Resul'ts-oriented-performance
 

requirements are suggested in lieu of piecemeal attempts to
 

measure performance in more "objective" smaller segments. Due
 

to the ever changing nature and specialization of scientists
 

and-enginee-rs' work in R&D, it is suggested that the employee
 

himself is very like'ly a key source of information to a
 

reasonable atiempt to establish progress expectations for an
 

assigniment. The known-effects of participation on performance
 

are reiterated and effort is made to show where the concept
 

comes into the.assignment and review process, Finally, the
 

performance review phase of the integrated evaluation approach
 

is considered. A problem-solving orientation in the review is
 

recommended for the supervisor who seeks employee deyelopment
 

on the job as his obj.ective. The administrative need for.
 

performance information isrecognized, but it is suggested
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that this can be accommodated by the integrated approach.
 

The continuous evalua'tion process is shown to provide the
 

supervisor with the information he needs to make promotion,
 

training or other recommendations for his employees.
 

The next chapter states the conclusions and recommendat.ions
 

of the thesis.
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CHAPTER VI
 

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
 

Summary and Findings
 

.The proposition of this thesis is conditionally supported.
 

That is, personnel performance evaluation structured as an
 

integrated part of a management process of work assignment
 

and review which involves par-ticipation by the employee can be
 

a useful vehicle for employee motivation through the job in
 

government research and development activities. Conceptual
 

s'upport for the conclusion was found in research-based studies
 

of participation in decision-making, job factors and employee
 

motivation, and the job climate. Conditions which appear to be
 

essential to the workability of the integrated approach to
 

employee evaluation are discussed below.
 

In the introductory chapter to the thesis, it is indicated
 

that the purpose of this study is to siek performance evaluation
 

ideas which wi'll be of assistance to-supervisors in carrying
 

out their day-to-day personnel management responsibilities.
 

Specifically,'the effort of the thesis was- to explore the
 

usefulness of performance evaluation as an integrated process
 

to the technical supervisor faced with problems of motivation
 

among subordinate scientists and engineers.
 

The circumstances.which generated the interest of the
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writer in pursuing'the proposition of the thesis were described
 

as they developed at the Kennedy Space Center, NASA. After
 

the period of tremendous growth and expansion which the Center
 

underwent in meeting its responsibilities for Project Apollo,
 

program activities were decelerated and budgets reduced.
 

Supervisory and organizational perturbations, which were over

looked by employees during the years of great challenge and
 

high motivation created by the national goal of the moon
 

landing, became issues of concern to emp-loyees as Apollo
 

approached reality. Supervisors who had been selected for
 

their positi-ons primarily on the basis of technical competence
 

during the Apollo build-up were not-prepared to deal with the
 

problems of employee motivation that confronted them,
 

One source of the problems which arise in the kind of
 

s-ituation described above is insufficient communications
 

concerning work requirements and performance expectations.
 

Employee performance evaluation was one of the areas of
 

supervision identified as'needing attention by the Civil
 

Service Commission and NASA during their periodic personnel
 

program reviews of Agency field centers.. The writer's own
 

experience as a personnel speciali.st in two of the NASA field
 

centers confirmed this as a fertile area for personnel
 

management program improvement.
 

Personnel performance evaluation was thus selected as
 

one area of R&D supervision in which improvement could possibly
 

help with work communications and also might help fill-an
 

anticipated motivation void created by the passing of a major
 

http:speciali.st
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urgent agency goal, the moon landing. The study was initiated
 

on the basis of the writer's specific concern with the situation
 

at the J. F. Kennedy Space Center, NASA, However, in seeking
 

to analyze the prospects of the usefulness of the proposition
 

of the thesis the formal performance evaluation plans of two
 

other NASA centers were also included to give some additional
 

breadth to the study. Although performance evaluation is only
 

one facet of a supervisor's job, it appeared to have real
 

potential for use in coping with the kind of problems facing
 

him in the readjustment situation referred to at the KSC.
 

The method of the thesis-was to analyze and evaluate
 

current1 research-based management and motivation concepts
 

derived from studies which focused primarily on technical
 

persbnnel as subjects or at least included them as subjects.
 

This effort was aimed at determining if the proposition of
 

the thesis was supportable from a conceptual standpoint.
 

Information on center performance evaluation practices was
 

obtained by examination of their published plans and through
 

discussion with officials from each of the particular centers
 

-studied. Background data on performance evaluation within
 

NASA was obtained through spec!alists in the Agency personnel
 

directorate. U. S. Civil Service issuances were another
 

source of official information. The writer's first-hand
 

experience with two of the subject centers was useful in assimi

lating and evaluating the information obtained from the NASA
 

sources,
 

Chapter If of the thesis examined the effects of management
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philosophy and behavi6r on employee performance. It also
 

reviewed the concept of participation, and its implications
 

for the proposition of the thesis. It was concluded on- the
 

strength of McGregor's argument and the work of Likert, and
 

others at the University of Michigan, that without some degree
 

of trust and confidence by management-in its employees, the
 

proposal to integrate performance evaluation in the management
 

process would'no-t be effective. This is because some degree
 

of participation in job planning and review is considered an
 

essential ingredient of the integrated performance evaluation
 

approach and without a favorable attitude on management's part,
 

it cannot take placei With an attitude on the supervisor's
 

part which is conducive to employee involvement with him in
 

the as'si-gnment and review process, it appears that a major
 

s.tep-has been taken in the dirdction to increased employee
 

motivation. Participation in the decision-making process
 

presents the employee an opportunity to realize the higher
 

level esteem and self-actualization needs according to McGregor.
 

It enhances his abili'ty to do his job through a process of
 

internal control described by McGregor as "Integration and
 

Self-Control." Research shows that greater commitment to the
 

job comes with participation and the internalization of
 

objectives that tends to accompany it.
 

The work of Vroom, Likert, and Meyer, Kay and French
 

provide support for the idea that employee participation in
 

the decision-making process with respect to work he is to
 

carry out can have a favorable effect on performance. McGregor
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emphasizes that participation can most usefully be considered
 

in terms of a range of managerial act'ions, The exercise of
 

authority in decision-making is almost complete at one end 

of the.range and participation is negligible. At the other 

end the reverse is true. Herzberg adds the idea that a 

reasonable degree of participation in the decision process of 

large and complex organizations may be the determination of 

"how" goals are reached. Participation may not have the 

desired effect on the au-thoritarian-conditioned personality or 

the employee whose primary interests reside outside of the 

job situation. Nevertheless, Likert fidds that organizations

can mdve in a participative direction over a period of a year

or more with management leadership supporting the change.
 

This chapter shows that the integrated process o-f perform

ance evaluat-ion is consistent with the behavioral research
 

findings cdncerni-ng employee motivation. It also sheds light
 

on why the traditional approach, which proposes to increase
 

employee effectiveness bytelling'him where he stands with
 

respect to job requirements determined solely by his supervisors,
 

is not consistent with what is -known concerning employee
 

motivation.
 

The thesis finds that employee participation in work
 

planning and goal setting can have favorable effects on
 

performance. The.other and more central supporting elemen

of the thesis is that the job and job content factors can be
 

used through the integrated performance evaluation approach
 

to enhance the motivation an-d effectiveness of R&D professionals.
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The integrated process of performance evaluation encompasses
 

both participation in assignment decision-making and use of
 

the job to maintain and build'employee motivation.
 

Chapter III analyzes the idea of motivation through the
 

job by reviewing the works of several authorities in the field.
 

Motivated behavior as used herein is defined as voluntary
 

behavior. The strength of the force on an employee to choose
 

a given course of action is considered to be directly related
 

to the product of the valence of the desirability of an outcome
 

and the expectancy that the course of action will be followed
 

by the outcome. Of course, ability is the foundation stone
 

on wh-ich motivated behav*I'or must rest for it to be effective.
 

Herzberg's work and the follow-on studies" of Myers and
 

others.make a clear distinction between the potential positive
 

motivational effect on job attitudes of work itself, responsi

bility, advancement, achievement and recognition, or the job
 

content factors, and the potential negative effect of job
 

context factors. The latter include as major factors found
 

associated with negative job attitudes: company policy and
 

administration, supervision, salary, interpersonal relations,
 

and working conditions. According to these findings, it is
 

necessary to maintain the job context factors or "dissatisfiers"
 

at a satisfactory level or employees become dissatisfied
 

with their work situation, but the tendency for attitudes to
 

affect performance favorably was greater for the job'content
 

factors or "satisfiers."
 

Performance evaluation as proposed, in the thesis focuses
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on the work itself, and is primarily concerned with employee
 

effectiveness and development on the job. Although attention
 

must also be given the "dissatisfiers," the main thrust of the
 

stpervisor's efforts in the performance approach as conceived
 

is to help the employee grow on his job through participation
 

and the motivating force of the positive job factors.-


Sihce the job content factors, which Herzberg's and Myers'
 

subjects indicated had the greatest effect on their attitudes
 

toward their work and performance,-can be directl-y affected
 

by the supervisor th.rough the vehicl'e of performance evaluation,
 

it -is concluded that this provides further support for the
 

idea that employee motivation can be enhanced through the
 

integrated approach proposed.
 

This approach calls- far the supervisor to plan, and organize
 

the employees work assignments with a degree of employee
 

participatibnwhich is feasible and reasonable under the
 

conditions of personality and the environmental circumstances'
 

present in the parti-cular situation. The individual needs 

some measure of control over his job to realize -a sense of 

achievement andgrowth. 

Herzberg's "motivation-hygiene" approach to job motivation
 

contains several major implications for the management-of
 

people. The supervisor will need to give less attention to
 

the wages and other peripheral conditions of work, the
 

"dissatisfiers," and more attention to designing jobs to create
 

positive motivation in the doer, the "satisfiers." One basis
 

-for Herzberg's "motivation-hygiene" concept is found in the
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psychological concept of "conditioned learning" which uses an
 

individual's own high preference beha('iors as a source of
 

motivation,1 "Motivators" identified by Herzberg's subjects
 

.can be built into work assignments by the perceptive supervisor,
 

making possible the exercise of high preference behaviors on
 

the part of the employee and building motivation.
 

Pelz's and Andrews' work shows a number of job factors
 

which are found to be associated with effective scientists
 

and engineers. The integrated performance evaluation approach
 

-is a ready channel through-which the supervisor can.strudture
 

into work assignments some of Pelz's anrd Andrews' "creative
 

tensions" (Table 1) which are judged appropriate to enhancing
 

employee effectiveness in a particular situation. Both
 

Herzberg and Pelz found strong motivation possibilities in
 

job design and the work assignment situation. While the
 

effective scientist is characterized as self-reliant or "inner
 

motivated," Pelz and Andrews found that this did not mean
 

isolation from people. Although these scientists pursued
 

their own ide-as and valued freedom, they also interacted
 

vigorously with their colleagues. Pelz found the "cteative
 

tension" between-the security of independence and challenge
 

of colleague interaction was characteristic of the more
 

effective scientist. Self-reliance by itself was not enough.
 

R&D professionals contributed most when they strongly
 

influenced key decision-makers, but also when persons in
 

other positions had a voice in selecting their work goals..
 

The "creative tensions" identified between independence and
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interaction and between the opportunity to influence decis-ions
 

but also be influenced by others, are typical of Pelz's and
 

Andrews' findings; Their study identifies job aspects that
 

can be designed by the supervisor to enhance the performance
 

of the effective R&D employee or at least to sustain a high
 

level of performance, It seems clear that a skillful combining
 

of the factors of specialization and-diversity in the assign

ments of the younger and ol'der professional show prospects
 

of motivating the younger scientist and extending the useful
 

career of the older researcher.
 

In summary, the supervisor can employ performance evaluation
 

to help build a work environment conducive to effective
 

performance. Through a.process of mutual work-goal planning
 

and engaging the employee in the assignment determination and
 

review.phases of the work cycle, he can strengthen employee
 

job commitment. Also through this same process he can take
 

steps to build in "creative tensions" and "satisfier" factors
 

to reinforce and sustain effective performance.
 

The possible favorable effects on performance of effort
 

by the supervisor to clarify role perceptions is also 'discussed
 

in Chapter III. -Factors of organization, the work group, and
 

pay and reward systems are noted. The importance of organiza

tion to effective performance is recognized, but not dealt
 

with in depth, since it is usually beyond the control of the
 

individual supervisor whom the thesis seeks to counsel.
 

Regarding the group , it is concluded from the literature that
 

the supervisor'can influence its memberk' performance in the
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direction of organization goals by maintaining his own perform

ance expectations at a high level and being supportive of
 

them in the work situation. Pay and promotion effects on
 

,performance are seen to be determined largely by the value
 

system of the individual. The usual promotion limitations
 

acting on a supervisor lend further support to the proposition
 

that the noneconomic job motivators need to be developed. An
 

important point about promotions is that they must be visibly
 

and directly assoclated with high performance and achievement
 

on the job if they are to encourage effective performance.
 

Intelligently applied, the integrated approach to performance
 

evaluation can help clarify roles, favorably influence group
 

performance norms, and provide the basis for effecting
 

deserved-promotions and emphasizing their significance.
 

Taken together, and used with a reasonable amount of
 

mature judgment, there appears to be a good case that Herzberg's
 

"motivators" and Pelz's "creative 
tensions" along with the
 

findings of Meyer, Kay and French concerning the favorable
 

effects of employee participation in the work planning and
 

review process provide a defendable conceptual base for the
 

thesis proposal.
 

In Chapter IV, the legal, policy, and regulatory setting
 

of performance evaluation in the government in general and
 

in NASA activities in specific is reviewed and evaluated. The
 

Performance. Rating Act of 1950 is found to be rather inflexible
 

in several aspects, but it does not preclude an integrated
 

approach to performance evaluation, This Act is cred-ited,
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however, as one source of the narrow "rating" view of perform

ance evaluation prevalent in the Federal Service. The Ci-vil
 

Service Commission describes performance evaluation as a
 

continuing, day-to-day responsibility of the supervisor and
 

suggests the use of employee participation in establishing
 

work standards, but it has done little in the area of
 

motivation through the job. Change in the Performance Rating
 

Act-appears to hinge on a favorable po-litical climate and
 

better behavio-ral research backing than has been available.
 

NASA,. after some trials and tribulations, has sett.led 

on an Agency policy which permitt,a maximum of flexibility
 

for its field centers to establish performance plans within
 

e-xisting law and regulation. A review of -he three Manned
 

Space Flight Centers' official performance evaluation plans
 

indicates that they a-re essentially similar documents which
 

meet the requirements of law and regulation, but go little
 

beyond them in a substantive direction like that discussed
 

in this thesis. Discussions with center officials and the
 

experience of the writer indicate that these plans are
 

implemented in a largely perfunctory manner to meet the
 

requirements of the Act., One exception is the use by the
 

Manned Spacecraft Center of an appraisal form wh-ich provides
 

the supervisor with a list ofgeneral qualities to guide him
 

in the annual appraisal process, Use of the form is limited
 

to the performance •discussion and is intended to improve
 

communications between the supervisor and employee regarding
 

performance requirements and progress. There.is generally
 

http:There.is
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little enthusiasm for the annual performance rating requirement
 

among the centers studied, which is not unexpected in highly.
 

technical organizations such as these. To the writer's
 

knowledge, the performance evaluation training given super

visors in the past in these activities has been of a procedural,
 

rating orientation as opposed to an effectiveness orintation.
 

There is a bright spot, however; "lateral coordination"
 

has- been accomplished withi'n and between these.centers through
 

semi-formal boards, panels, and working groups. According to
 

Likert, this gives indication of management attitudes and
 

organizational-flexibility conducive to a high degree of
 

partici.pation. If this is the case, the prospects are good
 

o-f the integrated approach to performance evaluation contributing
 

to employee motivation in these cente-rs.
 

In Chapter V, some performance evaluation suggestions
 

are offered that apply in the work planning and assignment
 

and the review phases of the work management cycle. There
 

is an effort made to synthesize the. concepts evaluated in
 

Chapters II 'and III with-some practical considerations.
 

Emphasis is given to a forward-looking, continuous process
 

of evaluation,which brings the employee into work decisi-ons
 

affecting him. Ways of achieving motivation through the job
 

factors are considered. The potential contribution that the
 

R&D professional can make to results-oriented performance
 

requirements through his specialized knowledge is discussed.
 

It is concluded that a problem-solving approach to the periodic
 

performance review appears to be most consi.stent with employee
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learning,improvement and development on the job. The need
 

for administrative appraisal information is reco'gnized, but
 

it is concluded that this need can readily be met by the
 

supervisor who has used the integrated approach to performance
 

evaluation.
 

Conclusions
 

The findings of the analysis and evaluation made of the
 

management and behavioral concepts in Chapters II and II,
 

and summarized in the above section, are considered to
 

conditionally support the proposition of the thesis. -To
 

repeat that proposition: personnel performance evaluation
 

structured as an integrated pa'rt of the management process
 

of work assignment and rev-iew which involves participati-on"
 

by the employee can be a useful vehicle for employee motivation
 

through the job in government research and development activities.
 

The terms "condi'tionally support" are used to-emphasize
 

the many considerations discussed in the thesis that'bear on
 

the workability of the proposal. They are also used.to
 

enter the qualification that no primary research or experimenta

tion has been done in the R&D area, to the writer's knowledge,
 

which combines the continuous, participative-kind of performance
 

evaluation approach with a serious effort to design or build
 

motivation into the job itself. The work which comes the
 

closest to'offering direct experimental support for the first
 

portion of the proposal, i.e., the integrated, participative

kind of performance evaluation approach, is that of Meyer,
 

Kay, and French conducted.at General Electric., As.noted..
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earlier, the work of Herzberg, Myers, and Pelz and Andrews
 

.provides the major support for the second part of the thesis
 

proposition, i.e., achieving motivation through job assignment
 

design action using job content and environment factors.
 

Criticism can be made of these studies on the grounds of the
 

correlational nature of their analysis, but the question can
 

then be put, "Who has done a better job in this area?" It
 

is felt that the results of these studies can be realistically
 

applied so long as the user does not lose sight of the fact
 

that they do not necessarily represent cause and effect
 

relationships,.
 

Other conditions and limitations must also be weighed
 

in acceptance of the thesi.s proposal and extension of the
 

idea to other occupations and types of organizations, The
 

government R&D profes-sional, especially the development
 

professional, is the specific subject of the thesis1 and
 

he is viewed agai-nst the organizational setting of a young
 

and dynamic agency, NASA, which is currently going through a
 

readjustment phase in-its programs. What may be a reasonable
 

proposal for sustaining and promoting effectiveness in a
 

government activity of this nature may not-be economically
 

feasible to the smaller, private firm, which must exercise
 

greater concern for profits and efficiency. Performance
 

evaluation proposals which do not consider the economic
 

side of the picture, i.e., if that is a primary purpose of
 

the organization, are of little use. Also the integrated
 

-approach is not an answer to employee motivation problems by
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itself, as indicated above, nor can it be effectively imple

mented by short term measures. For example, Texas Instruments
 

established a five year program of training for its supervisors
 

to implement its- own version of the "motivation-hygiene"
 

concept of employee motivat-ion. 3
 

Supervisors who are naturally effective in employee
 

relations skills and are good'in work planning and organization
 

should be able to constructively use the proposed approach to
 

performance evaluation much sooner than those who are less
 

prepared. The latter wil-l need a great deal of formal
 

tra-ining as well as informal assistance to develop the under

standing and skill needed to make performance evaluation a
 

positive job-centered experience for their.employees, Some
 

wi'.ll very li-kel'y h-ave great difficulty adjusting to this
 

approach due to their personalities and previous experi-ences.
 

However, be it government or industry, the R&D professional
 

is a resource of special concern and measures to keep him
 

productive, although expensive, need to be tried. What is the
 

anticipated payoff of-an effort to create and maintain a job
 

and job climate which is conducive to effectiveness? It is
 

hard to tell, but it is a tantalizing questi-on which opens
 

the door of interest to the whole subject of motivation and
 

work.
 

Recommendations
 

Further Research
 

The, aspect of this 'study which most aroused the interest
 

of thewriter was the seemingly tremendous-motivation potential
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of the job assignment itself and job content elements and at
 

the same time the small amount of well-conceived research
 

that has been done on job motivation. There appears to be
 

a reluctance to grappel with the problem for some reason or
 

reasons, especially in the more creative occupations, This
 

is possibly due in part to a recognition of the complexity
 

of the matter and the difficulty of constructing research which
 

gives promise of useable results and at the same time is 

economically a'nd operationally feasible to carry out on an 

exper-imental basis. 

Several recommendations can be made concerning additional
 

research in the critical area of man and his job. It occurs
 

to the writer that the validity of Herzberg's metho d could
 

be tested further by incorporation of some measure of performance.
 

Support for a meaningful relationship between the exptessed
 

feelings of his respondents that certain job content factors
 

brought improvement in their performance and some evidence
 

of this result could possibly be established in the following
 

manner.4 An organization which has a practice of maintaining
 

good performance records (e.g.,, date and nature of major
 

contributions, reports, etc.) could be surveyed by the Herzberg
 

interview technique. Then an analysis could be made comparing
 

employeest "high" and "low" feelings about the job with
 

performance records to see if the feelings concerning the job
 

are reflected in performance records. 

Clearly more research of the quali.ty and nature of that 

of Pelz and Andrews is needed in the R&D area.5 Also, the
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Meyer, Kay, and French kind of experiment could be repeated
 

by other organizations interested in comparing the effects
 

of the participative approach to performance improvement with
 

the more traditional approach.
 

.A very important'area that needs more serious study, and
 

possibly less speculation, is the area of translation of
 

.behavioral research find-ings into operation-al application.
 

This becomes more critical as the products of improved
 

behavioral research methods begin to accumulate and social
 

pressures i-n this area rise. 

Far more effort needs to be expended on the study of employee 

motivation and the job. Few things are more important to 

management and the employee than knowing more about the effects
 

of work on man's behavi'or and vice versa,
 

Performance Evaluation Programs
 

As a result of this study, several recommendations can
 

be made with respe-ct to the KSC performance evaluation program,
 

and programs of similar organizations, which show promise of
 

assisting the supervisor in the area of work communicaions
 

and employee motivation.
 

To begin with, for the integrated process of performance
 

evaluation to be workable there are certain conditions beyond
 

the immediate supervisor's control which appear to be necessary.
 

The overall management philosophy and behavior, its policies,
 

practices, and the resulting organization structure will
 

need'to be conducive to a reasonable degree of employee
 

participation i decision-making where his job is involved.
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The flexibility and performance of the-KSC as a team under
 

the stress and tremendous responsibility of the Apollo Program
 

appear to indicate no major obstacles in this area.
 

iallenging work is another prerequisite to the process
 

of motivation through the job. The whole substance of the
 

thesis proposal rests on the availability of work which will
 

provide sufficient challenge to the R&D professional to hold
 

his interest and present the opportunity for exercising his
 

abilities to learn- and do. The job itself must serve as a
 

source of motivation and a channel through which the supervisor
 

and employee can maintain and build the conditions that Pelz,-


Myers, Herzberg,* and others have defined. Indications are 

that there is less purely technical work available now than
 

earlier in the KSC program, but there is challenging technical
 

management and coordination work to be done.
 

Another assumption implicit in the idea of employee
 

motivation posed here is an individual need structure in
 

-which the economLc needs are largely met and noneconomic
 

needs for esteem-and self-actualization are prepotent. 6 Of
 

course this will vary between -ndividuals (especially from
 

the-young recruit to the.older career professional), but-in
 

general, with recent government pay improvements, this is not
 

a major problem.
 

A fair degree of skill in human relations and psychology
 

and a good know.ledge of work planning and organization, as
 

well as ability to exercise this know-ledge, are needed by the
 

supervisor to effectively utilize the integrated approach to
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performance evaluation and improvement. The full circuit has
 

been made. This thesis was initiated with the plight of the
 

poorly prepared supervisor foremost in mind.
 

The integrated approach can help the supervi-sor deal with
 

problems of work communications and employee motivation1 but
 

he will need preparation and assistance to use it effectively.
 

In addition to greater understanding of his employees, he
 

will need to learn how to plan and organize work and to make
 

constructive use o'f its motivation potential as this relates
 

to effec'tive performance of the individual scientist and
 

engineer, He will need to be able to-recognize good work and
 

reward it appropriately.
 

Program action that is called for includes the b'est
 

traini'ng the organization can develop or contract for, to
 

include courses in individual capabilities, perception,
 

motivation and the job, and interpersonal communications. 7
 

Courses in work planning and organization and job analysis
 

:are essentie
 

As this thesis has pointed out, an overemphasis on
 

.human relations tr~inlng to the neglect of job content
 

factors is not consistent with recent behavioral research
 

findings concerning motivation and the job. This is not to
 

say that human relations training is not an essential
 

ingredient of a well-balanced supervisory training program.
 

It is and should be included. The.most effective supervisors
 

will maintain optimal personal relationships Which pave the
 

way to better communications with the employee and establish
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a climate conducive to supervisor-employee cooperation in
 

the wo.rk effor't.
 

For the supervisor who is not a "natural" when it comes
 

to personal relations and the other supervisory skills,
 

learning and implementing the in'tegrated approach will take
 

some time, as noted above. In order for the organization
 

and its employees to begin to gain some of the benefits
 

of this approach as early'as possible, and as a supplementary
 

aid to a more formal effort, a planned, personnel specialist
 

assistance program is suggested.
 

Of course the speciall.sts themselves are not necessarily
 

authorities or expert practitibners regarding the skills of
 

.concern. Thus, before an assistance program is implemented,
 

the personnel speciali'sts who are to aid supervisors should
 

rece.ive trafning or refresher courses in the same subjects
 

recommended for the supervisors. If these condi-tions are
 

met, the skilled, alert personnel.'specialist can be of g-reat
 

assistance to the supervisor interested in adopting the
 

integrated approach.
 

Working closely with the supervisor, the personnel
 

specialist-can help hi-m trans-late the concepts received in
 

the formal training situation into practical application.
 

l-n this way, besides reinforcing acceptable performance and
 

sustaining effective performancei some borderline cases in
 

the performance area can be dealt with before they develop
 

into serious problems.. These cases, as well as those which
 

have already reached major problem proportions before the
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specialist is called in, can serve to provide "experiential"
 

learning opportunity for the supervisor. This kind of
 

learning can help the supervisor understanding his own
 

reactions to the problem as well as gain better insight into
 

possible causes in the employee or work environment,
 

The few comments made above are not intended to be a
 

complete treatment of how to implement the ideas developed
 

in the thesis; Further work will be needed to adapt the
 

proposition to the program structure of the user.
 

As this paper was being written, one problem kept
 

cropping up. The writer found it very-difficult to maintain
 

a distinction between performance evaluation as conceived
 

by the thesis and performance motivation. This no longer
 

poses much of a problem. Performance evaluation with the
 

objective of main-taining or improving employee performance
 

is largely a motivation-centered process if it fulfills its
 

intended purposes.
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